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h¡C−l a¡¢L−u ®cM¢Rm¡j nl−al BL¡−n h−Ll f¡m−Ll ja elj n¡c¡ ®jO ®i−p Q−m−R, Qa¥¢cÑ−L 
Q¾âj¢ÒmL¡l p¡alP¡ E‹Åm q¡¢p, Bl ®jfm f¡a¡u Bh£−ll m¡m-®N¡m¡f£ ®R¡yu¡ ®m−N−Rz HMeJ 
h¤−e¡ q¡yp−cl X¡L¡X¡¢L Bl f¡æ¡l h−el d¡−l e£mL¡¿¹j¢Z-lP S−ml ®M¡y−S a¡−cl c¢r−Zl 
A¢ik¡e ®aje i¡−h öl¦ qu¢e - L¡lZ Hh¡l f§−S¡ A−eL a¡s¡a¡¢s Bp−Rz ah¤ A−eL c§−ll 
A−eL Øjª¢al X¡m¡il¡ ¢nE¢m, ÙÛmfcÈ Bl L¡ng¥−ml hc−m AV¡Ju¡u ®a¡ HC…−m¡C Bj¡−cl 
j−el ®c¡a¡l¡u BNje£l je−Lje-Ll¡ p¤l h¡S¡uz ®kje ®hmf¡a¡l hc−m Bjl¡ ®jfm f¡a¡ 
hÉhq¡l L¢l, M¡¢eLV¡ a¡lC jaz ®cn¡¿¹l£l f§S¡-L¢jV£l ašÅ¡hd¡−e phÑ¡‰£e fËÙº¢a Q−m−R z e¡e¡ 
¢hi¡−Nl i¡l k¡y−cl Jfl a¡y−cl HMe ¢exnÄ¡p ®gm¡l pju ®eCz f§S¡ Bl °e−hcÉ ®b−L öl¦ L−l 
j’ °al£, fË¢a ®hm¡u Be¾c−i¡−Sl Bl fË¢a påÉ¡u Se-¢h−e¡ce-j−e¡l”−el B−u¡Se, H ph 
¢LR¤C kb¡kbi¡−h R¤−V Q−m−Rz A−eÉl¡ AbÑ¡v k¡yl¡ ®p¡S¡p¤¢S HC ph ¢LR¤−a S¢s−u ®eC, a¡y−clJ 
E−šSe¡l ®no ®eCz ¢L e¡VL q−μR HhRl, ®L f¢lQ¡me¡ Ll−R, L¡l¡ A¢ieu Ll−R HCph SÒfe¡-
LÒfe¡u O−l¡u¡ Bpl…−m¡ plNljz  
 
Bj¡−clJ HLV¡ ®R¡– c¡¢uaÅ B−R: ¢nö ''¢m¢fL¡''−L p¡¢S−u …¢R−u f§S¡u ph¡l q¡−a a¥−m 
®cJu¡z AeÉ¡eÉh¡−ll ja Hh¡lL¡l ¢m¢fL¡−aJ fË¡Q¥kÑ e¡ bL−mJ B−R °h¢Qœz abÉ-pjªÜ fËhå 
®b−L ®L±a¥−Ll B−m¡-Tmj−m ®R¡V NÒf, L¢ha¡, N¡e, Ni£l AbÑf§ZÑ R¢h ¢LR¤lC Ai¡h ®eCz B−R 
¢nö, ¢L−n¡l-¢L−n¡l£ pcpÉ−cl QjvL¡l ®mM¡, ByL¡z Bl B−R Bj¡−cl LeÉ¡pj¡ HL ¢nÒf£l 
LÉ¡−jl¡u ®a¡m¡ ¢LR¤ Af§hÑ p¤¾cl R¢hz     
 
HLV¡ Ae¤−l¡d Llh HC p¤−k¡−Nz ®cn¡¿¹l£l pcpÉ−cl j−dÉ pqpË …−Zl pj¡−hn, H pð−å B¢j 
¢exp−¾cqz ¢L¿º ®R¡V-hs ph¡l Evp¡q Bl AL«fZ AwnNËqZ eC−m ¢m¢fL¡l p¡g−mÉl œ²j¢hL¡n 
Apñhz a¡C HL¡¿¹ Ae¤−l¡d Ll¢R ph¡C−L p¢œ²ui¡−h AwnNËqZ Ll−az ÙÛ¡e£u ®mML-®m¢ML¡−cl 
®mM¡ fs−a ®a¡ q−hC, ®p ®mM¡ ®c−nl hs hs ®mML-®m¢ML¡−cl pª¢øl pj−N¡œ£u e¡ q−mJz 
Ll−a q−h ¢nÒf£−cl R¢hl pj¡clz HR¡s¡ ¢e−S−clJ ¢mM−a q−h, Cw−lS£ Abh¡ h¡wm¡uz fË¡Z 
i−lz HLV¡ i¡m p¡wú«¢aL fË−Qø¡−L BlJ p¤¾cl L−l N−s ®a¡m¡l c¡¢uaÅ ¢e−a q−h ph¡C−LC, 
hÉ¢š²Na fËnwp¡l Bn¡ e¡ ®l−Mz ¢WL HC dl−Zl e¡jq£e, Ak¡¢Qa, B¿¹¢lL J Aj¤mÉ pq−k¡¢Na¡l 
SeÉ B¢caÉ Qœ²haÑ£ (phÑ O−V L¡yW¡m£ Lm¡) Hhw e¢¾ce£ ®pe…ç−L (web master) S¡e¡C ApwMÉ 
deÉh¡c - a¡ e¡ ®f−m '¢m¢fL¡' h¡yQa e¡z öi¡uZ c§−l ¢N−uJ a¡l ByL¡ fËμRc ¢c−u ¢m¢fL¡−L pjªÜ 
L−l−R, a¡−LJ ApwMÉ deÉh¡cz 



 
ph¡l q−u fË¡bÑe¡ L¢l f§S¡l ®L¡m¡q−m ®ke i¥−m e¡ k¡C c¤NÑ¡ f§S¡l A¿¹¢eÑ¢qa BcnÑz Bj¡−cl HC 
®cha¡l¡ ®k phÑ-n¢š²-fËc¡¢ue£ phÑ-n¢š²-¢j¢ma HLa¡l (c¤NÑ¡), ¢ejÑm ‘¡e-¢hcÉ¡ J ¢n−Òfl 
(plüa£), ¢p¢Ül fb-fËcnÑL J ¢hOÈ-¢he¡nL °d−kÑl (N−Zn), ®n±kÑ-h£kÑ J p¡q−pl (L¡¢aÑL) Bl 
c¡epjªÜ InÄ−kÑl h¡ fËL«a nË£l (mr£) fËa£L ®p Lb¡ ®ke j−e l¡¢M, ®ke ¢e−S−cl S£h−e a¡l 
p¢aÉL¡−ll f§S¡ L¢lz p¤l Bl Ap¤−ll ¢QlL¡m£e à¾c ®k Bp−m Bj¡−cl j−elC j−dÉ - ®L ¢Sa−h 
a¡ ®k ¢eiÑl L−l Bj¡−cl öih¤¢Ül Ef−l, ®p Lb¡ LMeJ ®ke i¥−m e¡ k¡Cz a¡ eC−m f§S¡ Ll¡C 
®k hÉbÑz ''®a¡j¡l f§S¡l R−m ®a¡j¡u i¥−mC b¡¢L'', L¢hl HC p¡hd¡e h¡Z£ Bj¡−cl f−b j¡‰¢mL 
B−m¡ ®SÄ−m ¢cLz  
 
ph ®n−o ph¡C−L S¡e¡C Bj¡l öiL¡je¡z öi¡u iha ¥zz  
 
Xƒl TZÑ¡ QÉ¡V¡SÑ£, 
pÇf¡¢cL¡, ¢m¢fL¡z 



 
 

Lipika: Durga Puja Edition, 2009 
Letter from the Editor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once more the tell-tale signs are everywhere: the Maple leaves have been 
touched by pink and red abeer; the feathery, white wisps of cloud are replacing 
the dark storm clouds, or so we hope!  We are gearing up to celebrate Durga 
Puja with all our traditional activities: the priests are scheduling their participation 
in the Puja; the cultural activities have been planned; rehearsals are in full swing. 
The Puja preparation coordinator has made phone calls requesting volunteers to 
make sandesh and naroos for naibedya; the food coordinator is recruiting team 
leaders and volunteers for serving; the brochure coordinator is trying for 
advertisements; and last but not the least, the President and Vice-Presidents are 
looking at the budget and "checking it twice" as they are hoping to complete all 
the festivities with a black bottom line. A few of us, however, are busy with 
publishing our fledgling web-magazine, Lipika.  
 
Like the previous editions, this one is also rich in its diversity – and offers a wide 
range of items, from fact-enriched articles to sunny, fun-filled stories and songs 
and poems, paintings, as well as outstanding submissions from our young 
members including   a small sample of magnificent photos taken by one of our 
young members. No one should miss them!  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to request Deshantari's numerous talented 
members – young and young-at-heart – to send us their contributions for Lipika's 
next edition (targeted for sometime around Rabindra-Jayanti).  This is a forum for 
sharing literary and artistic creations with local connoisseurs, and greater 
participation is the only way for this web-magazine to flourish. Without readers' 
enthusiasm for appreciating local writers' creations and potential contributors' 
willingness to participate, "Lipika", this worthwhile cultural entity, cannot grow. My 
special thanks to Aditya Chakravarti (all-round help) and Nandini Sengupta (web-
master) for their abundant enthusiasm and sincere assistance to make it possible 
for Lipika's continued existence. I am also grateful to Shubhayan Roy, who no 
longer lives in Ottawa, but has never failed to take time to design an attractive 
and appropriate cover page for Lipika from the very first edition.  
 
My prayer to Ma Durga for all of us: May we always hold the underlying 
significance of Durga Puja in our hearts. May we remember the infinite power of 
united strength (Durga), of learning and knowledge (Saraswati), of graceful 



wealth and giving (Lakshmi), of perseverance that removes all obstacles and 
leads to success (Ganesh), and valour in the face of destructive crisis (Kartik) - 
attributes that our deities symbolize.  Above all, may we never forget that the 
struggle between good and evil is ultimately within ourselves, and only we can 
decide who would win. Without following these ideals, Puja becomes merely a 
meaningless, materialistic series of rituals.  
 
I will end this letter with my very best wishes to you all.  Let our thoughts and 
deeds be auspicious! 
  
Dr. Jharna Chatterjee  
Editor, Lipika 
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Bj¡−cl ®i¡m¡e¡b ¢nh k¤−N k¤−N a¡yl Bö−a¡o üi¡−hl SeÉ A¢eμR¡u A−eL T¡−jm¡ h¡¢d−u−Re 
k¡−L a¡−L k¡ M¤¢n a¡C hl ¢c−uz ü−NÑl ¢pwq¡pe B−eL h¡l k¡u k¡u HC AhÙÛ¡ q−u−R, ®chl¡S 
C¾â aMe BL¥m q−u S−e S−e clh¡l L−l k¤Ü-V¥Ü h¡¢d−u ®L¡e j−a C¾âaÅ hS¡u ®l−M−Rez ¢L¿º 
Hh¡l h¤¢T Bl ®no lr¡ qm e¡z hËþÄ¡l ®pl¡ pª¢ø j¡e¤o h¤¢T Bl dl¡ d¡−j b¡Lm e¡z hÉ¡f¡lV¡ HLV¥ 
h¤¢T−u h¢m a¡q−mz  
 
HC dl¦e 2010 e¡N¡c hs hs ph fc¡bÑ¢hcl¡ fËQ™ B−m¡Qe¡ Hhv N−hoZ¡ L−l Q−m−Re িব - 
hËþ¡™ lp¡a−m k¡−h ¢L i¡−h ®pC lp¡−m¡ ¢hou¢V ¢e−uz ®LE hm−Re j¡dÉ¡LoÑZ ¢Sa−h, ph pª¢ø 
HL ¢h¾c¤l j−dÉ Oe£i¨a q−h, Bl ®pC jq¡ Q¡−fl g−m Bh¡l jq¡ ¢h−Ög¡lZ AbÑ¡v Big Bang 
®b−L ®Ly−Q Nä¥o q−hz AeÉ ®LE ®LE hm−Re, B−l e¡, e¡, ¢Sa−h ®a¡ ®pC jq¡ ¢h−Ög¡lZ, ®pC ®k 
h¡lj¤M£ qm AZ¤ flj¡Z¤ - Bl ¢L a¡−cl O−l je ®Vy−L? ®pC ®k ¢L HLV¡  L¢ha¡ B−R ''®qb¡ eu, 
®qb¡ eu, AeÉ ®L¡b¡, AeÉ ®L¡eM¡−e'' ®pC L¢ha¡V¡ pjü−l Bhª¢š Ll−a Ll−a BlJ BlJ c§−l 
®d−u Q−m−R a¡l¡ ®L¡eJ f¢lZ¢al Lb¡ ¢Q¿¹¡ e¡ L−l, Bl ®pCV¡C q−h L¡mz ph R¢s−u ¢R¢V−u 
jq¡L¡−n ¢j¢m−u k¡−h, Bl ®L¡eJ ¢QqÀ b¡L−h e¡z Bl ¢hnÄ-hËþ¡™C k¢c e¡ b¡−L, a¡q−m j¡e¤o Bl 
¢L L−l b¡L−h? Bpm hÉ¡f¡lV¡ - AhÉh¢qa f−l ®kV¡ q−h ®pV¡ AhnÉ Hy−cl L¡−l¡C j¡b¡u 
B−p¢ez ®pC hªš¡¿¹C hm¢R Hh¡lz 
 
J¢c−L ¢LR¤ flj iš² ®m¡L i¢š² i−l f§S¡ AQÑe¡ L−l Q−m−R Bl fË¡bÑZ¡ L−l Q−m−R ''W¡L¥l, V¡L¡ 
fup¡ ®h¢n L−l c¡J, Ce−gÓn−e ®k ph ¢S¢e−pl c¡j A¢NÀj§mÉ q−u−Rz Bl a¡R¡s¡ HC ¢l−pn−el 
j−dÉJ ¢LR¤ ®m¡−Ll hs h¡s ®h−s−R, a¡−cl p¡−b Bl f¡Òm¡ ¢c−u L¥−m¡−a f¡l¢R e¡z'' ®a¡ fËb−j 
a¡l¡ ®Nm hËþ¡l L¡−Rz q¡S¡l q−mJ ¢a¢e ¢fa¡jq, senior-most - a¡yl pÇj¡e Bm¡c¡z  hËþ¡ °dkÑ 
d−l ph ö−e-V¥−e hm−me ''®c−M¡ h¡R¡l¡, V¡L¡ fup¡l hÉ¡f¡lV¡ B¢j ®aje i¡m h¤¢T e¡, ®a¡jl¡ 
nË£ja£ mrÈ£−L dlz'' mrÈ£ ph hªš¡¿¹ ö−e V¥−e hm−me, ''V¡L¡ ®a¡ Bl N¡−R g−m e¡, HV¡ L¢m k¤Nz 
Bh¡l L¥−hl−L ¢m¢Ma B−cn ¢c−a q−h, ®mM¡h¡l SeÉ N−Zn−L dl−a q−h, ¢e−S ¢N−u Bj¡l id 
Bl HC B−c−nl L¡lZ ®cM¡−a q−h, e¡ q−m L¥−hl V¡L¡ h¡l Ll−h e¡z BSL¡m I stimulus 
package, terrorism Bl organized crime-Hl SeÉ A−eL ®h¢n Ls¡‚¢s q−u−R V¡L¡ 
fup¡l ®me−c−el hÉ¡f¡−l z a−h ®a¡j¡−cl AfR−¾cl ®m¡−L−cl k¢c ¢YV Ll−a Q¡J ®a¡ Bj¡l 
j¡'l AbÑ¡v ®ch£ c¤NÑ¡l L¡−R HLh¡l k¡J, HC hÉ¡f¡lV¡ c¤NÑ¢a ¢hZ¡−nl BC−el BJa¡u k¢c 
®gm−a f¡l, a¡q−m L¡S q−mJ q−a f¡−lz'' ph¡C ANaÉ¡ Qmm j¡ c¤NÑ¡l L¡−Rz ¢L¿º j¤n¢Lm qm 
JC ''phÑ j‰−mÉ'' LÓ−Sz j¡ c¤NÑ¡ hm−me ''®c−M¡, BCeax JC ph ®m¡−L−cl j‰mV¡J ®a¡ B¢j e¡ 
®c−M b¡L−a f¡¢l e¡, ®noL¡−m frf¡¢a−aÅl c¡−u Bj¡l ®ch£aÅ q¡l¡hz S¡−e¡ ®a¡ ®p¡¢eu¡ 



®p¡−X¡j¡u¡−ll OVe¡V¡! Sorry, Bj¡l q¡a-f¡ h¡yd¡z a−h HLV¡ fl¡jnÑ ¢c¢μR, off the record, 
®a¡jl¡ ¢nh−L ¢N−u dl, Bp−m E¢e j¡e¤o, b¤¢s, ®cha¡¢V i¡m, Jyl i¡m mood-H b¡L−m E¢e  
¢LR¤ Ll−mJ Ll−a f¡−le z''  
 
r¥ZÚZ j−e ''a−h a¡C L¢l'' h−m iš²hª¾c aMe n£−al S¡j¡-L¡fs, S¤−a¡ CaÉ¡¢c ®S¡N¡s L−l 
°Lm¡p A¢ij¤−M k¡œ¡ Llmz ¢nh aMe N¡yS¡ p¤M-®phe L−l ¢ch¡¢eâ¡u HLV¥ N¡ H¢m−u−Rez qW¡v 
O¤j i¡P¡−m Bh¡l jc−el cn¡ k¢c qu ®pC i−u i−u iš²l¡ dZÑ¡ ¢c−u f¡−ul L¡−R h−p lCm HL 
k¤Nz f¡−ul L¡−R hpm HC ®i−h ®k h¤¢Üj¡e ASÑ¥e Ii¡−h p¡r¡v L«o·−L ¢e−Sl XÌ¡Ci¡l h¡¢e−u¢Rm 
Aa hs L¥l¦−r−œl k¤−Üz k¡C ®q¡L kb¡pj−u ¢nh Y¥m¤ Y¥m¤ ®Q¡M ®j−m a¡L¡−mez Ha hs 
delegation ®c−M h¤T−me ®R¡VM¡V B−hce ¢e−u Hl¡ B−p ¢ez h¤−s¡ BP¥m Bl jdÉj¡ ¢c−u a¥¢s 
®j−l, q¡C a¥−m ¢S−‘p Ll−me, ''¢L Q¡C ®a¡j¡−cl?''  
 
HLSe f¡™¡ ja iš² H¢N−u H−p a¡yl d§−m¡j¡M¡ f¡ ®b−L HL M¡hm¡ fcd§¢m ¢e−u j¤−M Bl j¡b¡u 
®j−M hmm ''®q ®ch¡¢c−ch jq¡−ch, Bj¡−cl HLV¡ hÉhÙÛ¡ Ll fËi¥! V¡L¡ fup¡l Lø e¡ qu pqÉ 
Ll¡ k¡u, a¡ R¡s¡ fË¢a hªqØf¢ah¡l j¡ mrÈ£l f§−S¡ Ll−m Bl f¤l¦a jn¡C−L i¡m L−l c¢rZ¡ d−l 
¢c−m ®L¡eJj−a ¢ce Qm¡l ja lpc ®S¡N¡s q−u k¡uz ¢L¿º fËi¥, HC ®k ¢LR¤ ®m¡L k¡−cl c¤ ®Q¡−r 
®cM−a f¡¢l e¡, a¡−cl kMe ¢hn¡m h¡s£, Y¡Ep N¡s£, BlJ La ljlj¡ ®c¢M, aMe ®k hsC Lø qu 
h¡h¡! e¡ ®c−MJ f¡¢l e¡, Bh¡l ®cM−mJ N¡ SÄ−m k¡uz a¥¢j HLV¥ cu¡ Ll h¡h¡, a¡q−m ......'' 
Lb¡V¡ ®m¡L¢V ®no e¡ Ll−mJ ¢nh ®a¡ ®p¢c−el ®M¡L¡ ee, ¢WLC h¤T−a f¡l−me a¡−cl B−hc−el 
jjÑ¡bÑz  
 
¢nh SV¡−a a¡ ¢c−me c¤-HL j¤q§aÑ ®Q¡M h¤−Sz a¡lfl fËpæ ®q−p hm−me, ''®a¡jl¡ M¤h i¡m pj−u 
H−pRz BS e¾c£ hs i¡m ®p−S¢Rm N¡yS¡l Lm−LV¡z a¡l B−N ¢p¢Ül plhvV¡J h¡¢e−u¢Rm i¡mz 
c¤NÑ¡ B−N i¡−N a¡yl h¡−fl h¡s£ ®N−Re L−uLV¡ ¢ce ®h¢n b¡L−he h−mz  HC pju ®R−m−j−u−cl 
fs¡ Bl activities HLV¥ Ljz ®N¡mj¡m Lj b¡L¡u Bj¡l ¢hnË¡jV¡J i¡m q−μR, jeV¡J i¡m B−R 
z a¡C ®a¡j¡−cl Hje HLV¡ AaÉ¡ÕQkÑ hl ®ch ®k Bl LMeJ ®a¡j¡−cl AfR−¾cl ®m¡L−cl ®c−M 
Lø ®f−a q−h e¡z ®n¡e, hl ¢c¢μR ®k ®a¡jl¡ k¡−cl Lb¡ j−e j−e i¡h−h Bl e−j¡ ¢nh¡u hm−h, 
a¡l¡ pw−N pw−N R¡C q−u BL¡−n-h¡a¡−p Bl jq¡ n§−eÉ ¢j¢m−u k¡−hz ®L¡eJ lš² e¡, ®L¡eJ 
gun- residue e¡ - ®L¡eJ mess e¡z ®Lje, M¤¢n?''  
 
p¤d£NZ, Hh¡l h¤−T ¢ee ¢L ®q¡m a¡l flz ®L¡eJ HLSe j¡e¤−olJ ¢e−S−L R¡s¡ Bl L¡E−L ¢WL 
naLl¡ 100 i¡N i¡m m¡Nm e¡, Hhw L¡E−L HLV¥J AfR¾c q−mC ''e−j¡ ¢nh¡u'' hm−mC Bl 
®L¡eJ T¡−jm¡ lCm e¡z jS¡ q−μR ®k hÉ¡f¡lV¡ ph¡l ®r−œC fË−k¡SÉz °h‘¡¢eL−cl ®a¡ Hl¡ 
A−e−LC c¤ ®Q¡−r ®cM−a f¡la e¡z a¡C a¡yl¡J ®lq¡C ®f−me e¡z B−Ù¹ B−Ù¹ p¡l¡ fª¢bh£−a öd¤ 
f−s lCm ¢LR¤ R¡C - j¡e¤o h−m HLV¡ fË¡Z£ ®k ¢Rm ®L¡e¢ce, a¡l ¢QqÀJ b¡Lm e¡ ®L¡b¡Jz hËþ¡ 
k¢cJ f¤w¢mwN-Ù»£¢mwN ¢j¢m−u, e¡q−m Bl a¡yl A™ j¡−e ¢Xj ¢L L−l q−h, Bl c¡¢sC h¡ ¢L L−l 
b¡−L, ah¤ h¡l h¡l Aa T¡−jm¡l j−dÉ ®k−a ¢L ¢a¢e l¡S£ q−he? j¡−e Bh¡l ea¥e L−l j¡e¤o pª¢ø 
Ll¡ ®a¡ Bl Q¡¢– M¡¢e Lb¡ eu! ¢h−noax Hje L¡−™l f−lz  
 
 



Devi as Mother Kali In Hinduism 
Dr. Sourendra K. Banerjee 

 

 

 
1. Introduction: Divinity is designated as Brahma(n) which means Immensity (of beings, 
ideas, etc), the root “Brh” means to grow or burst forth.  Brahma is the source, sustenance 
and finality of all those were, are or ever will be. Gender free, ‘That’ is unqualifiable 
(Nirguna) as well as qualifiable (Saguna), more aptly they describe Brahma as perfect 
quiescence or tranquility, though (potentially) infinitely powerful. Om/Aum (Aumkar, 
Shabda Brahman/Sound God and Shaiva/Shakta term Spanda/vibration) links and leads 
the ‘Static’ to the ‘Dynamic’ and vice versa. Brahma as Nirgun, Sagun and Om are (Katha 
Up 1:2 14-16) like “Trinity”: three but One, without second (Ekamebadvitiyam). In 
Shaiva/Shakta Hinduism ‘Shiva’, ‘Shiva Shakti’, ‘Shakti’ are synonymous with Brahma. 
The Hindu practice of having ‘Ista Devata’ or Chosen God suggests a personal image of 
God (Converse concept of: God made man in His own image) is an initial step towards the 
formless Divinity. Diverse scriptures, their interpretations and numerous rituals and 
mantras add to help us grasp the multidimensional Truth (scholars explain variously the 
“One truth”, Rigveda 1.164.46), as Physics, Chemistry etc and their sub branches help us 
to understand the Science. Shaktism stresses on the designation Shakti (female) who is 
inseparable from Shiva (male). Shiva is pure Consciousness and Shakti is His Power. 
Shakti as Spanda makes manifestation of the universe possible without undergoing any 
diminution. 
 
2. Consciousness: It causes or tends to cause the constituent units of a being to move 
proactively or reactively and form a structure, survive and evolve individually, as well as, 
collectively. This nature may be mechanical for inanimate and an urge in animate beings. 
The universe (Jagat = Gam + kyip = that moves) evolved by movements of released 
energy, which coalesced as subatomic, atomic and molecular particles. In some, they 
formed proteins, RNA, DNA etc. and eventually human beings evolved. In people 
consciousness is equivalent to brain functioning that coordinates sense organs, motor 
organs, breathing, eating, calorie distribution, speaking, hearing and so on. These involve 
movements of light particles, sound waves etc. It is not fully understood how the brain 
works, e.g. how it makes sense out of the reduced, inverted images on the eye’s retina. 
Hinduism hypothesizes that Divinity lodged in beings as “Atman” causes this, though itself, 
remains unchanged like a catalyst.   
 



3. Shaiva/Shakta Cosmology: Divinity (Consciousness) is the material cause of the 
universe in accordance with the ‘sat karya vad’. This doctrine, (like the conservation of 
energy) states that any effect is just a rearrangement of the constituent units of its previous 
causes. Therefore all beings can be traced back to Divinity. Shakti condensed as ‘Bindu’ 
like the singular point (radius and time going to zero) with infinite energy. Here the 
primeval power (Adya Shakti) generated 36 Tattvas or primary substances as an amalgam 
(pinda). These include five divine structures, progressively less subtle, followed by seven 
semi-divine tattvas: Maya, Kal/Time, Niyati or Niyamavati/Rules etc. and Purusa (‘that lies 
internally’). Then came 24 mundane tattvas starting with Prakriti with the 3 gunas: 
Sattva/luminous, Rajah/active and Tamah/Dark and hindering. These gunas generate the 
remaining 23 (all of Samkhya theory excluding ‘Mahat’) mundane tattvas: Ego, Intellect, 
Brain-Mind and five sense, five motor organs, five Tanmatras and five Bhutas. All these 
within the ‘Bindu’ are transcendent. Then the ‘Divine Will’ initiated Kalagni/fireworks of time 
(cf. Big Bang) releasing huge energy with potential units (gunas) of matter. The gunas’ 
combinations caused (Parinam) the Universe. In human beings Consciousness hardened 
into five shells: physical, vital, mental, intellectual and blissful. However ‘It’ remained 
unchanged in the centre as Atman. This can not shine through because of our past deeds. 
Bindu is our transit station in journey through life cycles. 
 
4. Shakti As Devi (Goddess): Describing the Intangible Divinity as creator God is 
symbolization. Hinduism goes further and visualizes Shakti in female forms. Even a 
physicist like Stephen Hawking acknowledges that mental pictures help understand higher 
dimensional concepts. Hinduism sees Shakti as Mother, who presides over the emergence 
of the universe, nourishes and finally dissolves it back. Different scriptural episodes gave 
rise to a multiplicity of portraits, because ‘one’ may be incomplete for the ‘Infinite One’. A 
Hindu understands that an idol is merely a ‘Pratik’ - a symbol that moves him /her towards 
experiencing the Divinity. He prays, practices rituals, invokes presence, worships and 
finally bids adieu by immersing the spiritless idol in a river. The same detached attitude is 
encouraged when a dead person is cremated.  
 
Most visual forms ( Saraswati, Durga, Laksmi, etc.) present the Devi as benevolent, 
typified by the model of 'Mani Dvipa’ (Island of Jewels), but the nagging question remains 
about ‘Evil’. Death and destruction of innocents are common. Hinduism accepts the 
unavoidable tragedies (man-made or Nature’s ravages) as Niyati. The universe evolves by 
its laws. The individual’s thoughts, words and actions have consequences. It is our duty to 
alleviate misery but accept which is beyond us. The goal is to transcend both pain and 
pleasure. The subliminal message in both Lord krishna’s flute and Goddess Kali’s sword is 
that we let go our bond (family’s love as well as fate’s tragedies). Krishna as “Man-chore” 
steals our mind and ‘Dakat’ Kali robs us of attachments. 
 



5. The Island of Jewels: Mani Dvipa (plate No. 66, Zimmer And Campbell, Bollingen 
Series, 1955) presents a lovely, tiny fragile island in the vast ocean. Two Shivas (Nirguna 
and Saguna) float, the second on top of the other. The oval island is covered by the 
Goddess ‘Tripura Sundari’ (The Beauty of the three worlds). She is the creatrix of the 
universe and its riches. The fragrant trees grant all wishes (Chinta Mani; Kalpa Taru). She 
is MahaMaya (the great Maya), ‘Ma’ here means to ‘measure out’ as in ‘Pariman’ (quantity) 
and Aya or Ayam means ‘this’ (object). Maya is the great power that affirms the world. She 
holds in her four arms: bow, arrow, noose and goad. The arrow pierces through evil 
thoughts, requiring strong will suggested by the bow. The noose is the reminder that 
human beings are fettered. The goad is to tame the animal instincts in us. The Goddess 
will lead us to true consciousness. To the skeptics the picture of Goddess’s ‘bounty and 
beauty’ is not realistic. The world abounds with cruelty and injustice. Life feeds on life in 
Nature but people kill for no reason. The portrait of Kali complements that of Mani Dvipa 
by presenting the darker side of life. We mentioned Goddess Laksmi, who is worshipped 
as Goddess of wealth ‘Kojagari Laksmi’ on the full moon day after Dusserah and a 
fortnight later on Deepavali day, as ‘Deepanvita Laksmi’ in the same way except first 
‘Alaksmi’ is worshipped. 
6. References: Kali is invoked in Agni and Garuda Puranas (both around 600 C.F) for 
spiritual as well as mundane attainments. In Bhagavat Purana (about 7th-8th cent) the 
Mother is worshipped by a band of robbers who are perished for killing a saintly person. 
Kadambari (End of 7th cent) talks about Goddess Kali. In Vakpati’s Gaurabaha (8th cent) 
she is called ‘Aparna’ who does not eat even a leaf while meditating for lord Shiva. In 
Chandi she comes out of Durga’s forehead and kills the demon Raktavija (who could 
reproduce himself from even a drop of his blood on the earth) by drinking his blood. This 
story suggests that as soon as an evil thought comes, it must be destroyed before others 
can grow. Also in Chandi Shiva creates Kali to destroy the demon Daruka when Parvati 
fails. Varuna Purana identifies Kali as Parvati. Kausiki says Gouri, Parvati and Kali are the 
same. Advuta Ramayana (in Oriya) says Sita is Kali. In an architectural text Mansar Silpa 
(6th/7th century), it is stated that a city is protected by Kali in a temple outside the 
township. Here she is Tripuresvari, the goddess of three worlds. All these stories point out 
the Oneness of Shakti though visualized differently. She bears various designations, such 
as MahaSarasvati when she creates, Mahalaksmi when she nurtures and Mahakali who 
would finally dissolve us back in Her lap. As Brahmani she bestows us with sentience 
(Samvit) and the instinct to survive by Rajah guna, as Vaisnavi she endows us Sandhini 
Shakti (Harmony) by Sattva guna, finally Her Hladini Shakti by Tamah guna disintegrates 
us back to ‘true bliss’. 
 
7. Kali: Portrait and Names.: Iconography is the understanding of what an image 
communicates to the receptive observer. Here is a bold attempt to depict the unfolding of 
Eternity to emerge as the universe of forms defined on ‘space- time’. Divinity is shown as 
the ocean of consciousness (as in Mani Dvipa). Here Saguna Shiva floats like a shava 



(corpse).  Shakti arises as the deity presiding over universe’s emergence. She is within the 
frame (the universe) but contains and lords over it. Kali as the flow of time (kal) entangled 
with space (kala) is the Mother. The foundation (Bhuma) Shiva as Mahakal is Eternity. Her 
dance (rhythm) on His breast is echoed by William Blake (d.1827) ‘Eternity is in love with 
the productions of time’. This is called ‘Viparit Rati’ or contrary love. The Mother is on top 
of Shiva, but the universe is temporal and would dissolve in the ocean of Consciousness. 
The Mother bites Her tongue, Her created beings’ vanity went too far. Kali means black, 
She is Shyama. Chhandogya Up (8.13.1) says Shyam as colourless blackness represents 
the undifferentiated Brahma from which the varieties of the universe arise. She is 
Digambari or Dikpata Dharini i.e. naked (except a waist band and a garland). Digambari 
(Dik/space +Ambar/clothes) means ‘clothed in space’. Dikpata Dharini is the one who 
wears space as a screen. The mother uses ‘space-time’ as a screen on which She as 
‘MahaMaya’ stages the show of events out of “non-events” (aghatan ghatan patiyasi). Ma 
in Maya here negates the externalities of objects. All beings are insubstantial 
superposition (Adhyayas ) on ‘Atman’. 
  
Like Mani Dvipa, some images show two Shivas but usually only one is there. Otherwise 
Kali is a complete contrast to Tripura Sundari, with red blood gushing out from black 
background. This reminds poet Rabindra Tagore’s lines (Chanchala) ‘sharp red rays cause 
varieties of colours rushing out of dark night’. Red is the symbol for both creativity and 
destruction. Menstruation means fecundity as well as pain. Severed heads in goddess’s 
necklace show the closeness of life and death. In Tagores words ‘they are joined together 
by the thread of blood’ (Dhusar Godhuli Lagne). By overcoming the cycle of life and death, 
one would reach Consciousness. 
 
Mother Kali is waging war against evil and ignorance. She has a sword in her upper left 
arm. We ought to cut our bond with the profanity of the world and struggle for self 
development. The lower left arm has the bleeding head of a demon, the devilish nature 
within us must be destroyed. In ‘abhay mudra’ the upper right hand holds the flag of 
fearlessness. She is Kalika, the remover of fear of death (Kal). The lower right hand 
gestures ‘Vara-dana’ or boon of Moksa (Salvation). The Mother’s flowing hair indicates 
that her creatures are ‘pasha-baddha’, fettered souls, because of their deeds in the 
present and previous incarnations. She would free the deserving ones. Her waist-band 
suggests the way of desire-less work/Niskama karma. A hand represents work in concert 
with five karmendriyas, five sense organs and mind. The number of hands on the mother’s 
waist is 11, some times 16 (Pancha Bhutas, or Buddhi etc are added). We must work for 
the family and humanity, selflessly and all deeds be dedicated to the Mother. 
 

Most people are overwhelmed by the necklace of human heads. A head signifies the 
transition from life to ‘after life’. It is the seat of human consciousness. A head is the 
location of the brain and sense organs, the throat and tongue help articulation of speech. 



Thus, the head can be the link to Divine consciousness. The 49 alphabets are the primary 
mantras generated by the Vija Mantra Aum. Shiva is the Soul, Kali is speech. She holds 
the thread of manifested souls. The Mother’s garland is a stark reminder that pure 
consciousness is achievable only by transcending the cycle of life and death (Bhava 
Chakra). Some descriptions of the Mother’s drinking from a human skull symbolize that, 
we get rid of the delusory world. Kali Theology transforms death, pain and misery to the 
redemptive theology of Moksa. 

8. Cosmology (Revisited) And Mantra: Cosmology of section (3) (Bhuta Prapancha) 
stresses the body-mind structures. A simultaneous complementary ‘shabda prapancha’ is 
the development of language. Shabda Brahman as the ‘Ataman’ is our internal truth where 
sound remains in the para (Divine) level. The next is Pasyanti or Divine Ideation, in us is a 
door to Divinity. At Madhyama or middle level, Divine speech is presided by Goddess 
Bharati (Rigveda I.142), followed by ‘suksma vaikhari’(subtle hard) when words inaudibly 
float (as Goddess Sarasvati) in the firmament. Sages can hear them. In the last state of 
sthula-vaikhari (hard core) worldly language (‘Ila’ is in-charge) develops. 
 
Mantra Marga is the way of elevating the worldly language to the highest level. A mantra 
as sound or word or combination of words saves (Tran) and raises the individual to the 
Divine level (Author’s article in ‘Gayatri’ of Toronto Kali Bari 2001). It allows Manan or self 
reflection and establishes resonance with cosmic consciousness.  A devotee who 
understands and meditates on Mantras like Soham, Aham, Sauh, Krim etc and of course 
‘OM’ may, by Divine grace acquire the goal. (i) Soham stands for Sah/He or ‘Saah/She 
and Aham/‘I’. This mantra captures the spirit of Vedic ‘Mahavakyas’ (great sayings) like 
‘Tattvamasi’ (Tat/That +Tvam/you+Asi/are), ‘Aham Brahmasmi’ (‘I’ am Brahma), ‘Ayam 
Atma Brahma’ (This indwelling self is Brahma) etc. (ii) The mantra Aham also expresses 
the similar concept. A is the first Sanskrit vowel that stands by itself. As Apurva 
(unprecedented) and Anuttar (nothing succeeding) A stands for Shiva. AHa, as the set of 
alphabets A to Ha, represent the primary sound waves generated from OM (Aum) and 
creates the universe. AHa is Shakti. M (Anusvar written as a dot) is Jivatman where Shiva 
and Shakti merge. Thus Aham expresses ‘Shaiva Trikvad’ that Divinity has three 
coordinates: Shiva, Shakti as Prakiti and Jivatma. The realization of this is salvation. (iii) 
The mantra Sauh is the combination of Sa or Sat, Au, and Visarga (two dots, one above 
the other). Sat as existence is the external world. Au stands for ‘Abhyu-upagama or 
acceptance of the cycle of life and death caused by Shakti. Visarga is ‘Power’ that digests 
the external world internally and helps accept that external and internal truths are same. (iv)  
The mantra Krim is especially pleasing to Mother Kali. This is Her Vija/seed Mantra. K 
Stands for Kali, R for Brahma as well as Prakriti, I stands for delusion and M is the 
merging of Divinity and Jivatma. 
 



An austere practitioner follows rituals in a secluded crematorium where life is supposed to 
end and ‘new life’ begins. Even a hardened person would pause here for introspection. 
The Sanskrit word for funeral pyre is chitayam (chita for short) which combines Chit and 
Ayam (this), implying consciousness can be realized internally. A householder worships, 
prays and meditates at home. A simple way would be to perform Bhutasuddhi (see Purahit 
Darpan), write ‘Krim Hrim’ by using ‘ring-finger’ and utter “Om Kallai Namah”. If possible 
one can recite Kali Bandana and /or Karpurika stotra. Then one may think of the Mother as 
Kundalini Shakti (like a coiled serpent) straightening up from Muladhar (through 
Svadhisthan, Manipur, Anahata, Visuddha and Ajna chakras) to Sahasrar, uttering 
mantras Lam, Vam, Ram, Yam, Ham, Om and Aum. Then one meditates on the mantras 
Krim, Purnaham, Sauh, Aham, Soham, Aum (all or any). It is good to imagine that the 
original ‘Kalagni’ is digesting our mundane existence and only Jivatma remains in unison 
with ‘Shiva Shakti’. The Guru’s guidance should be followed. Hopefully by Mother’s 
blessing one will realize “Aham Devi Nah Cha Anyasmi, I am Devi and none other”.  

Let us bow to Goddess Kali 



গাধা িদেয় েশষ 
আিদত  পদ চkবতর্ী 

 

 

pবন  বা গl েলখা িক সহজ কাজ? েমােটi না – িক িলখব বা িক িনেয় িলখব 
েসটাi জািন না। আশা করিছ ei না জানার আনেni িকছু eকটা কের oঠা 
যােব। েক েযন বেলিছল খািল মাথােত শয়তােনর কারখানা। কারখানােত েনিছ 
aেনক িকছুi থােক – হাতুড়ী, কােস , নামাবিল েথেক r কের নানা রকেমর 
হাতী - েযমন জলহসী, সলহসী, সবi থােক। aবশ  পাতাল হসী, নভহসী 
aথবা sগর্হসী বেল িকছু আেছ িকনা আমার জানা েনi। থাকেলo হয়েতা 
থাকেত পাের। আমার aবশ  প জিনত jান খুবi কম। aঙক্ না পারেল মাsার 
মশাi বলেতন গাধা। েন েন আমার েকন জািন ঋষভকুমার নামটা খুব পছn 
হেয়িছল। েঘাড়ার jানo আমার খুবi al। েরসেকােসর্ েগেল েক েয েদৗড়ায় 
তাo আিম িঠক বলেত পারব না – েঘাড়ােক েদৗড়ােত হয় – নািক আিমi েদৗড়ব 
তাo জািননা। 

আমার oi েদাষ – গl িলখেত বেস িবহারী ভাiেদর েটেন না আনেল েযন শািন হয়না। 
oেদর না আনেল েযন গেlর েসi মজা বা মজার েরশ িকছুেতi আেসনা। eেক 
রা ভাষার pিত েpমi বলুন aথবা বঙ্ ভাiেদর িহnী বলার েকশi বলুন। মেন পেড় 
আমার সীর পিরবােরর রাজসান েবড়ােত যাoয়ার ঘটনা। eটা আমার সী হoয়ার আেগর 
ঘটনা – তখনo আমার সী aসীi িছেলন। সামেন eক তালাo যােক িকনা বেল পকুুর – 
তখনo আমার হনিন িকনু হব-হব র মশাi পাnােক িজjাসা করেলন – iেয় পানী 
গভীর হ ায়? পাnা মহাশয় হাঁ কের দাঁিড়েয় রiেলন – “গভীর” oh ক া হ ায়? গভীর 
জানতা নহী – গভীর মােন হেc – মােন hয়া – মােন হাম েকয়া ডুেব যাব ei জলেম?  
হািম সাঁতার জানতা না েসi িলেয় পুছতা।  o –সমঝা আuর পুছঁ – নহী নহী – পুছঁ েতা 
িসফর্ কতুা, িবলী eিহ সব েকা েহাতা হ ায় – আদমী েক পুছ িকঁu েহাগা? 



ভাগলপেুরর বসত বাড়ী েথেক pায় চার-পাঁচ মাiল দূের আমােদর eকটা চাষ-বােসর 
জিম িছল – যােক িকনা iংেরজীেত বেল farm land. জায়গাটার নাম সুরাবান – 
মnারিহল যাoয়ার েরললাiেnর uপর। ei মnারিহল eবং বরারীঘাট যাoয়ার েরল 
ভাগলপুর েsশন েথেক r হেয়েছ বেল ভাগলপুর iিsসন হ’ল বড় সড় জাংসন 
iিsসন। বলাi বাhল  আমােদর েছাটেবলায় গেবর্র পিরসীমা িছলনা। বরারীঘােটর ে ন 
aবশ  আর েনi –গ ার uপর েসতু হেয় িগেয় ে েনর দফা-রফা হেয় েগেছ। 

সুরাবােনর জিমেত চাষ-বাস েতা আমােদর কমর্ নয় – সুতরাং েমাহনা বেল eকজন 
বেটরদারীেত কাজ কের। বেটরদারী বলেত েমাহনা eবং তার পিরবার যা uৎপন করেব 
েসi জিম েথেক – তার aেদ র্ক oর আর বাকী aেদ র্ক আমােদর। aবশ  oেদর িনেজেদর 
িকছু েগাr, বাছুর, ষাঁড়o িছল। েগাrর dধ িবkী করত আর ষাঁড়েদর চাষ-আবােদর 
কােজ লাগাত। 

েমাহনা যdবংশীয় aথর্াৎ িকনা িবহাের যােদর বেল েগায়ালা। eখন িবহাের pচিলত আেছ 
েগায়ালােদর নািক চিলশ বছেরo বুিদ  হয় না। eেত িকনু oরা খারাপ িকছু ভােবনা কারণ 
oেদর ধারনা aন রা চিলশ েকন আশী বছর বয়স হেলo বুিদ র িদক েথেক আেরাo 
খােটা –যােক িকনা বেল বুিদ র িদক েথেক eকটু challenged. 

eখন ব াপার হেc েয েমাহনা েরাজ সকােল oর েগাrর dধ dেয় বালিতেত কের 
সাiেকেল বা মােঝ মােঝ েহঁেট dধ িবkী করেতা। আমােদর বাড়ীেতo oর কাছ েথেক 
dধ েনoয়া হত। dপুর dেটা িক আড়াiেটর সময় dধ িবkী কের o সুরাবােন oর বাড়ী 
িফরত। বলাi বাhল  যখন বাড়ী িফরত খবুi কান হেয়i বাড়ী িফরত। 

aন  িদেনর মত েমাহনা eকিদন বাড়ী িফরিছল – খুবi কান। েস িঠক করল মnারিহল 
েরল লাiেনর পােশ েখজুর গােছর তলায় eকটু িজিরেয় েনেব। সুnর ফুরফুের হাoয়া, 
েখজুর গােছর ছায়া, চড়চেড় েরাdুর, িফেঙ আর ঘুঘু পাখীর ডাক – কার না আেমজ 
আেস! েমাহনার o eল- আর মnারিহেলর েরললাiনেক পাশবািলেশর মত জিড়েয় 
মহানেn ঘুিমেয় পড়ল। আড়াiেটর আপ ে ন eেস চেল েগল ক ু িঝক-িঝক করেত 
করেত ভাগলপুর জংশেনর িদেক। েপৗেন িতনেট নাগাদ েমাহনার ঘুম ভাঙল – “বhৎ 
েদরী হi েগেল ের বাp” বেল ধড়মড় কের uেঠ পড়ল dেধর খািল বালিত কাঁেধ িনেয়। 
হঠাৎ পােয়র িদেক তািকেয়, খুব ঘাবিড়েয় িগেয় ঊদ র্ ােস আমােদর বাড়ীর িদেক ছুেট 
চlল। বড়দার সামেন eেস –যুগল বাবু, যুগল বাব ুকরেত করেত – “বাপের বাপ i িক 
েহাi েগেল –aব হমরা িক েহােব” – বেল চ াঁচােমিচ লািগেয় িদল। বড়দা বলেলন – “িক 



হেয়েছ?” “আের যুগল বাবু, িটিরন েতা চিল েগেল – আoর হমরা a ুিল িভ চিল 
েগেল”। দাদা েদখেলন েমাহনার ডান পােয়র বুেড়া আ ুল েনi – ে েনর চাকায় কাটা 
েগেছ। আর েমাহনা েসটা েটর েপেয়েছ ে ন চেল যাবার েপােনর িমিনট পের – যখন 
িকনা তার ঘুম েভেঙেছ। “েবটা – চািলস সাল uমর হi েগেল – আuর বুিদ  নহী আiেল 
আিভতক” বেল দাদা oর িদেক তাকােলন। “আের যুগল বাবু বুিদ  কাঁহা েস আiেব – 
হমার uমর েতা চািলস নহী – aঠিতস হi েগেল – চািলস েম েতা d সাল আuর বাকী 
েছ। 

e েতা েগল েমাহনার গl। eবার আসা যাক িদপনার ব াপাের। িদপনা আমােদর 
ভাগলপেুরর পাড়া নয়ােটালা িভখনপুেরর িরkাoয়ালা – বাঙালীরা যােক বেলন িরেkা! 
িদপনা িরkাoয়ালা হেল িক হেব – pচn ভাল ঘুিড়র সেূতােত মা া িদেত পারত। তাছাড়া 
প াঁচ েখলেতo oসাদ। সতুরাং িদপনােক না হেল আমােদর চলত না। আমােক বলত 
েছাটাবাবু – আর আমার aনুেরাধ কখনo েফলেত পারতনা – eমনিক – সকাল দশটায় 
যখন িরkার সবেচেয় েবশী চািহদা তখনo আিম বলেল সব েছেড় আমােদর সে  ঘুিড়র 
সূেতায় মা া িদেত aথবা ঘুিড় oড়ােত চেল আসত। 

আমােদর বাড়ীর সামেন eকটা িবরাট ফাঁকা মাঠ িছল। সবাi বলত বাড়ার মাঠ – েকন 
েক জােন। েসi মােঠর eকপােশ eক কােলর িম া জিমদারেদর (িমিশরজী) eক েপােড়া 
বাড়ী িছল। তার সামেন িছল eকটা বড় েবলগাছ। সবাi বলত েসটােত নািক eকটা 
bhদিতo থােক। েসi িমিশরজীেদর eক uতরািধকারী বসন্ িমিশর পাড়ােত মাতলামী 
কের ঘুের েবড়াত। যাi েহাক েসi বসন্ িমিশেরর গl পের আবার বলব। 

eখন েসi বাড়ার মােঠর আেরক পােশ eকটা কেনা কুেয়া িছল – জল টল িকছু েনi। 
েসi মােঠ নতুন মা া করা সেূতায় খুব ঘুিড় oড়ােনা হেc। িদপনা আবার িঢল িদেয় 
প াঁচ েখলেত ভাল বােসনা। িঘচম-তাড়ী কের প াচঁ েখলাi oর পছn। িঢল িদেয় aথবা 
িঘচম-তাড়ী কের প াঁচ েখলাটা েয িক বস ুতা না বলেল হয়েতা আপনারা বঝুেত পারেবন 
না – আর না বুঝেল গlটাi জমেবনা। েগাতঁা েমের, ঘুিড়েক লা ু ঘুিরেয় aেন র ঘুিড়েত 
প াঁচ লাগােত হয় – তারপর ঘুিড়র সূেতােক িঢল িদেয় েযেত হয় যতkণ না eকজেনর 
সূেতার ধাের aন জেনর সূেতা েকেট যায়। সূেতা ছাড়েত ছাড়েত eকসময় aন েদর 
সূেতা েকেট েগেলi েভা-কা া বেল চ াচঁােত হয় – তােতi আনn। eটা হল িঢল িদেয় 
প াঁচ েখলা – eেত েকেট েগেল েবশ aেনকখািন সূেতাi চেল যায়। aন  িদেক প াচঁ 
লাগার পর খুব তাড়াতািড় ঘুিড়র সূেতােক gেটােত থাকেল যার ঘুিড়র সূেতা েবশী মজবুত 



eবং েয খবু তাড়াতািড় সূেতা েগাটােত পাের তারi জয়জয়কার। ঘুিড় েকেট েগেলo কম 
সূেতা ন  হয়। 

িদপনা েয িঘচম-তাড়ীেতi মসান তা েতা আেগi বেলিছ। েসিদন শীতকােলর সকাল – 
আকাশ পিরষক্ার, সুnর েরাdুর আর পরীkাo হেয় েগেছ তাi িদপনা, আিম আর পাড়ার 
িকছু যারা িদপনার gণgাহী সবাi েগিছ বাড়ার মােঠ। সামেনi eকটা ঘুিড় uড়িছল – 
িদপনা লাগাল তােত eকটা প াচঁ। তারপর h-i-i কের িনেজর সূেতা টানেত লাগল। 
আমরা েতা সবাi সামেনর িদেক হাঁ কের তািকেয় আিছ – হঠাৎ িদপনার pচn েজাের 
েভা-কা া বেল িচৎকার। সামেনর িদেক তািকেয় েদিখ aন  ঘুিড়টা লাট েখেত েখেত 
েকেট পড়েছ। িপছেন তািকেয় েদিখ িদপনা েনi – িক ব াপার! oমা, েদিখ িঘচম-তাড়ী 
করেত করেত সূেতা েতা েগাটািcলi- আর েসi সে  িনেজo িপছু হটিছল। েসটা যােত 
আেরাo েজারদার হয় েস জন  রীিতমতন তাড়াতািড় সরিছল। েসটা করেত িগেয় েসi 
কেনা কুেয়ার মেধ  পেড় েগেছ। তােতo িকনু েস সূেতা েগাটান ছােড়িন – কুেয়ার মেধ  

পেড় িগেয়o সূেতা েটেন যােc আর েভা-কা া বেল চ াচঁােc। 
আমােদর ভাগলপেুরর বাড়ীেত েকান িবেয়i ছিবদােক ছাড়া হয়না। ছিবদা রানার সব 
ব বসা -  েযমন িভেয়ন েথেক r কের মাছ েকনা, সbী-মশলাপািত েথেক িনেয় ঠাকুর 
েজাগাড় করা, মােছর কািলয়া েথেক r কের েবgন-পটল ভাজা iত ািদ েমনু করা – 
সব eকাi সামলােতন। ধ ুরানা েকন - সািময়ানা েথেক খাবার জেল েকoড়া েমশানর 
তদারিক সব করেতন eবং করেত ভালবাসেতন। eটা ছিবদার েপশা িছলনা – eটা িছল 
েনশা। eত সব করার পেরo খুব কড়া নজর রাখেতন সব িদেক। oরঁ নজর eিড়েয় 
eকটা েলিডেকিন, িক eকটা মােছর মেুড়া aথবা eকটা পটল ভাজা সরানর uপায় 
িছলনা। 
 সুতরাং ছিবদার পরামশর্ ছাড়া খাoয়া-দাoয়া বা aন ান  ব বসা িকছুi হয়না। eকিদন 
বাবা বলেলন – “যা েতা ের – ছিবেক ei দশপাতার ফদর্টা েদিখেয় আনেতা”। ছিবদা 
আমােদর পাড়ােতi থাকেতন – েগলাম। িগেয় েদিখ uেঠােন েচয়াের ছিবদা বেস আেছন 
আর পাড়ার নািপত oরঁ চলু কাটেছ। oেঁক ফদর্টা েদখােত বলেলন – “িকের gবেলা, 
aিmকাদা পািঠেয়েছন – পেড় েশানা েতা”। আিম পড়েত r করলাম – িবরাট ফদর্- তাi 
pায় িতিরশ িমিনট লাগল সব কটা পড়েত। পড়া হেয় েগেল বলেলন – “তুi আমার ডান 
িদেকর কালা কােন সব েশানািল – িকছুi নেত েপলাম না – বা ঁ িদেক a-কালা কােন 
eেস েশানা”! 
আমার গl pায় েশষ – বােদ ধ ুeক লাট সােহেবর ঘটনা – আমার িনেজর কােন েশানা। 
েদেশ তখন iংেরজরাজ জমজমাট। লাট সােহব ডাকােরর কােছ েন eেসেছ গাধার dধ 
েরাজ সকােল েখেল নািক বুেড়া বয়েসo েমধা o বুিদ র েকান ঘাটিত হয়না। িনেজর 



বাংেলােত িফের eেস চাপরািশেক hকুম িদল – “যাo হমরা িলেয় eকেঠা গাধা লাo – 
হািম dধ িপেয়গা”। চাপরািশ িক বুঝল েক জােন – সারািদন ঘুের eকটা গাধা িনেয় eল। 
েসটা েদেখ সােহব েতা চেট লাল। “তুম হমরা মািফক গাধা িকঁu েল আেয় – হম তুমেকা 
েমমসােহব কা মািফক গাধা েক িলেয় েবালা। হমারা মািফক গাধা কা িকয়া dধ েহাতা 
হ ায়।“!! 
 

 

 

 



e¡CVÉL¡l 

e¢¾ca¡ i¡VeNl 

   
 
BSL¡m Ešl B−j¢lL¡l fË¡u fË¢a nq−lC c¤NÑ¡ f§−S¡ qu; ¢e−ce f−r qu ¢hSu¡ p¢Çjme£z kMe fËbj H−p¢R 
H−c−n, nlvL¡−ml −i¡l−hm¡u O¡−pl XN¡u ¢n¢n−ll ¢T¢L¢j¢L, Oe e£m BL¡−n p¡c¡ −j−Ol −im¡ −c−M jeV¡ −k 
¢L hÉb¡u i'−l EW−a¡, −p L¡−LC h¡ −h¡T¡−a f¡l−h¡ BSz HMeJ −c¢M nl−al lw d−l BL¡−n; p£X¡−ll −hs¡l 
N¡−u j¡Lsp¡l S¡−m ¢n¢nl −m−N q£−ll L¥¢Q hp¡−e¡ p£a¡q¡−ll j−a¡ TmL¡uz −pC p−‰ h¡P¡m£ jq−m S¡−N f§−S¡l 
p¡s¡z Hje ¢L −R¡V −R−m−j−u…−m¡ Ah¢d Be−¾c −j−a J−W! B−Nl j−a¡ je −Lje Llh¡l pjuC que¡ Bj¡l; 
−j−a E¢W f§−S¡l B−u¡S−ez ah¤ ph ¢LR¥l gy¡−L gy¡−L −R¡V−hm¡L¡l −pC f§−S¡l ¢ce…−m¡ Ey¢L −j−l k¡uz 

Q¢õ−nl cnL −b−L Øj«¢aV¡ ¢eiÑl−k¡NÉz JC pj−ul −L¡e HLh¡−ll f§¤−S¡l Lb¡ h¢mz k¤Ü Q−m−R f¤−l¡c−jz 
¢S¢eof−œl c¡j, ö¢e A¢NÀj§mÉ! B…−el Bh¡l ¢L c¡j - i¡¢h ¢e−Sl j−eCz −L¡mL¡a¡u S¡f¡e£ −h¡j¡ f−s−R 
¢LR¥¢ce B−Nz HLcm ný−l j¡e¤o h¡p¡ −hy−d−Re Ešlh−‰l HC −R¡– jgüm nq−lz Jy−cl −R−m−j−u…−m¡l p¡S-
−f¡o¡L, Q¡m-Qme, Lb¡h¡aÑ¡ iueL lL−jl −L¡mL¡a¡Cu¡! Bj−cl nq−l ¢hSm£ h¡¢a, L−ml Sm ¢Lð¡ Bd¤¢eL 
Vu−m−Vl Ai¡hV¡ J−cl hsC Ap¤¤¢h−du −g−mz −pV¡ Jl¡ e¡¢pL¡L¥’−el j¡dÉ−j −hn i¡m L−l h¤¢T−uJ −cuz 
Bjl¡J R¡¢se¡z k¡ ¢LR¥ hÉ¢aœ²j a¡l ¢hl¦−Ü −S¡V hy¡d¡V¡ j¡e¤−ol SeÈNa AiÉ¡pz BS ¢h−c−n −k hÉhq¡lV¡−L 
"¢XpÚ¢œ²¢j−ene' h−m −p¡μQ¡−l fË¢ah¡c S¡e¡C, ¢WL −pC f¿Û¡u Bjl¡J ú¥−m k¡h¡l pj−u J−cl E−Ÿ−nÉ a¡lü−l 
Rs¡ L¡Va¡j -"Bp¤¤e Ci¡L¥É, hp¤¤e Ci¡L¥É, H−e ¢cC f¡e …h¡L¥z' B¢j AhnÉ −b−L −ka¡j Bs¡−mz L¡lZ - Bj¡l 
h¡h¡ ¢R−me J−cl ph h¡¢sl f¡¢lh¡¢lL ¢Q¢LvpLz ay¡l j¡lgv Bj¡l HC ApiÉa¡l Lb¡ j¡-¢fp£j¡l L¡−e −f±y−R 
−N−m, L¡e c¤−V¡ M¡−j¡M¡C mð¡ q−u −k−a f¡−l, −p Bnˆ¡ ¢Rm j−ez 

C¢aj−dÉ q−u k¡u f§−S¡l R¥¢Vz qW¡vC −c¢M −nol¡−a N¡−u L¡yb¡ V¡e−a q−μRz −i¡−ll elj −p¡e¡-−l¡Ÿ¥−l i'−l k¡u 
q£−lL−ol lw dl¡ BL¡nV¡z ¢nE¢m am¡u ¢h¢R−u b¡−L g¥−ml j¤−š²¡; e¡s¡ ¢c−mC q–j¡m¡l −c−nl −pC N¡−Rl j−a¡, 
j¡¢eL Tl¡u h¤−s¡ N¡RV¡! ¢Q−e L¡NS£ −mh¤am¡u −g¡−V i¥yCQy¡f¡ Bfe j−ez Bl −fR−el j¡−W e¡N−Ln−ll Tl¡ 
−Ln−ll pj¡−l¡qz AåL¡l b¡L−a BNje£ −N−u k¡u h¡Em-−h¡øj£l¡ - −cM ¢N¢ll¡Z£, JC B−pe ih¡e£ 

                         i¥he B−m¡ L−l ¢pwq B−l¡q−Zz 

S−mnÄl£ L¡m£am¡l Qä£jä−f öl¦ q−u k¡u fË¢aj¡ Ns¡z −eq¡v HL Q¡m¢Q−œl W¡L¥l; p¡−h¢L X¡−Ll L¡S - a¡C 
−c¢M j¤‡ q−uz −pC "Ci¡L¥É'−cl p−‰ aMe i¡hp¡h q−u −N−R; Jl¡J b¡−L p−‰z ný−l…−m¡ Ha L¡R −b−L W¡L¥l 
Ns¡ −c−M¢e LMeJz d¡−f d¡−f ¢L i¡−h ¢L q−μR, −pC ‘¡e c¡e L−l flja«¢ç f¡C Bjl¡z h¢m J−cl - HC−V−L 
h−m L¡W¡−j¡z M−sl Jfl c¢s S¢s−u °al£ q−μR W¡L¥−ll q¡a-f¡z a¡lfl q−h L¡c¡ ¢c−u HL−j−V; a¡lfl M¤h ¢j¢q 
j¡¢V ¢c−u q−h −c¡−j−Vz −pV¡ ö−L¡−m, a−h m¡N−h lwz f¤l¦a jn¡C h−m−Re, j¡−ul N¡−ul lw q−h -Aap£f¤×fhZÑ - 
AbÑ¡v Aap£ g¥−ml j−a¡ qm¤c lw! ph L¡S −no q−u k¡−h, h¡¢L b¡L−h fË¢aj¡−cl j¤−Ml L¡S; −p L¡S Ll−h 
fV¥u¡l¡z a¡l¡ Bp−h jq¡mu¡l L¡R¡L¡¢R AeÉ −L¡e nql h¡ NË¡−jl h¡ue¡ Q¥¢L−uz aa¢ce W¡L¥l−cl j¤−Ml Jf−l 
b¡L−h f¡am¡ L¡f−sl Y¡Le¡z −qX fV¥u¡ i¡−m¡ ¢ce −c−M, E−f¡p L−l, pÀ¡−el fl M¤m−he −pC j¤−Ml Y¡Le¡; 
HLV¡−e ByL−a q−h yj¡−ul −Q¡Mc¤¢V Bl AeÉ W¡L¥l−clJz −hy−L k¡h¡l −S¡¢V −eC; iueL e¡¢L Aj‰m q−h - −pJ 



h−m−Re f¤l¦a jn¡C! ph −n−o h¡hÚm¡l (¢Lð¡ −h−ml - ¢WL j−e −eC) BW¡ Bl −ls£l −am ¢c−u °al£ −amO¡−j 
j¤¢R−u −c−h ph W¡L¥l−cl j¤Mz hÉpÚ, ph L¡S −noz QjvL«a qu Ci¡L¥Él¡z 

IM¡−eC HL¢ce "f¡s¡l c¡c¡'−cl B−m¡Qe¡ L¡−e Hm - Hh¡−l e¡¢L qÉ¡S¡L h¡¢al hc−m "X¡Ce¡−j¡' (−Se¡−lVl) 
h¢p−u SÆ¡m¡−e¡ q−h ¢hcÉ¥v h¡¢a! Ci¡L¥Él¡ Bh¡l ¢em HLq¡az hmm - qyÉ¡x, J Bl ¢Lz Bj¡−cl −L¡mL¡a¡u ¢pw−ql 
−Q¡Mc¤−V¡ cfÚcfÚ L−l SÆ−m-−e−iz  j¡ c¤NÚN¡l q¡−al Qœ²V¡ −O¡−l heÚheÚ L−lz k¢c hm−a¡ - j¡ ülüa£l h£Z¡V¡J 
−h−S J−W ¢hSm£ h¡¢al LmÉ¡−Z, - a¡J −h¡dqu ¢hnÄ¡p L−l −gma¡jz 

Bj¡l HpË¡−Sl ¢nrL  jq¡ E−š¢Sa q−u H−me HL¢cez hm−me j¡−L - o¢ùl ¢ce −i¡l-p‚¡−m, "j¡CL' hp¡Cu¡ 
Ae¤ù¡e JC−h¡, j™−fz j¡Cu¡X¡−l B¢j mCu¡ k¡j¤z j¡−ul fË−nÀl Eš−l B−l¡ hm−me l¡C−j¡qe h¡h¤ - f§S¡l pju 
h„£ h¡¢ll h−l¡ S¡j¡C BC−a−pe; −qu e¡¢L e¡CVÉL¡l! Ae¤ù¡e −qC f¢lp¡me¡ Ll−hez - "e¡CVÉL¡l' Bh¡l ¢L? 
X¡š²¡l, −j¡š²¡l, Hje¢L NZvL¡l Lb¡V¡J S¡e¡ ¢Rm; j¡−ul ¢Rm L¥¢ù- ¢hQ¡l Ll¡h¡l h¡¢aLz "j¡CL'- −pJ HL 
ea¥e Lb¡! j¡ ¢S−‘p Ll−me - J ¢L h¡S¡−h −p¢ce? l¡C−j¡qe h¡h¤ O¡sV¡ HL¢c−L L¡v L−l Bj¡l ¢c−L HLV¥ 
−Q−u, hm−me - LÉ¡e? ¢nM¡Cu¡ ¢cj¤ HLM¡eÚ Bn¡hl£, −i¡−ll l¡¢NZ£ - i¡−m¡C JC−h¡z Bj¡l L¡−R aMe Bn¡hl£ 
Bl −N¡c¡hl£−a −L¡e ag¡v ¢Rme¡z f¡M£fs¡l j−a¡ −nM¡−ae …l¦, Bl B¢j AL¥ÙÛ−m ¢N−u EN−l ¢ca¡jz Bj¡l 
j−al ¢LC h¡ j§mÉ? ¢L¿¹¥ Bj¡l p‰£a‘¡ j¡ cu¡flhn q−u hm−me- Bq¡! J−k h−—¡ −R¡V j¡ØV¡l jn¡Cz Bn¡hl£ 
i¡¢l Q¡−ml l¡¢NZ£; J ¢L f¡l−h? a¡l −Q−u HLV¡ L¡S Ll¦ee¡ - lh£¾cÊe¡−bl "−a¡j¡l c¤u¡l −M¡m¡l dÆ¢e'l p¤¤l−a¡ 
Bn¡hl£l Jf−lCz B¢j ül¢m¢f ¢c¢μR; öÜ i¡−h a¥¢m−u ¢ce, Bl p−‰ S¥−s ¢ce HLV¡ q¡ó¡ Bm¡fz −hn −n¡e¡−hz 
Jl L¡−e JC p¤¤l B−R; h¡S¡uJ ö¢e ¢e−Sl j−ez h¡¢s−a −n¡−e−a¡ fË¡uCz …l¦ ¢L¿¹¥ j¡−ul JC pªSen£m j¿¹hÉV¡ 
L¡−eC ¢e−me e¡z hm−me - qx! B¢j A−l BN¡j£ hpÚpl Ešlh‰ p‰£a fË¢a−k¡¢Na¡u ¢eu¡ k¡j¤z AMe Bn¡hl£ 
h¡S¡C−h e¡ −a¡ L−h h¡S¡C−h? aMeL¡l ¢c−e …l¦h¡LÉ ¢Rm −hch¡LÉ; HC i¡−hC …l¦l¡ Q¡m¡−ae ay¡−cl fËQ¡l L¡kÑz 

Blñ q−m¡ a¡¢mj; a¡l p−‰ −h¡T¡l Jfl n¡−Ll By¢Vl j−a¡ H−me ahmQ£ l¡M¡m h¡h¤z e¡−Ll S−m, −Q¡−Ml S−m 
q−u S£heV¡ Bj¡l H−Lh¡−l jq¡¢en¡ q−u −Nm! Ahn−o Hm −pC fË¡¢bÑa −i¡l−hm¡¢V - Bj¡l eu, j¡ØV¡l 
jn¡C−ulz L¡LX¡L¡ −i¡−l O¤j i¡‰−m¡ −h¡d−el Y¡−Ll n−ëz j¡ ea¥e éL f¢l−u,  p¡¢S−u-…¢S−u ¢c−u, Lf¡−m 
HLV¡ −R¡– Q¥j¤ −M−u hm−me - iu −f−u¡ e¡z h¡h¡, ¢fp£j¡, B¢j - pî¡C b¡L−h¡ p¡j−ez j−e L'−l¡ Bj¡−clC 
−n¡e¡−μR¡z j¡ØV¡l jn¡C fË¡u ¢qyQ−s −V−e ¢e−u Qm−me Bj¡−L h¡−l¡u¡¢l am¡uz  

Q¡¢l¢cL Tmjm Ll−R B−m¡uz ¢WL −ke −L¡mL¡a¡! c¢s ¢c−u −j−u-f¤l¦o−cl Bm¡c¡ hp¡l S¡uN¡ q−u−Rz −pM¡−e 
h¡h¡−L −cM−a −fm¡jz Jyl −L¡m −Oy−p hp¡V¡C ph −Q−u ¢el¡fc j−e −q¡mz Bp−ll HLf¡−n −cM−a −fm¡j f¡s¡l 
¢nÒf£-fch¡QÉ c¡c¡-¢c¢c−clz J−cl Ae¤LÇf¡ Hhw Ah−qm¡ ¢j¢nËa fËnËuJ −h¡dqu L¡jÉ ¢Rm −p¢ce Bj¡l L¡−Rz 
¢L¿¹¥ −p p¤¤−k¡NJ −q¡me¡z HL¢V qyÉ¡QL¡ V¡−e Bj¡−L Bp−ll ¢WL j¡TM¡−e ¢e−u H−me l¡C−j¡qe h¡h¤z HL¢cL 
−Oy−o, HLSe GS¥ i‰£−a h−p ¢R−me HLV¡ Af¢l¢Qa hÙ¹¥l p¡j−ez ¢eÕQuC −pC e¡CVÉL¡l Bl j¡CL! AeÉ ¢c−L 
Bn¡ L−l¢Rm¡j l¡M¡m h¡h¤−Lz ¢L¿¹¥, J h¡h¡! h−p¢R−me nq−ll HL h¡O¡ ahmQ£ - e¡j BS Bl j−e −eCz phÑe¡n! 
ö−e¢Rm¡j, a¡m L¡V−m E¢e e¡¢L Bpl −R−s E−W k¡ez −eq¡v h¡m¢MmÉ B¢j; Jyl Lê¡u Lh¢ma qh¡l p¤¤−k¡N Bj¡l 
qu¢e aMeJz i−u h¤−Ll j−dÉ fs−a m¡N−m¡ −Yy¢Ll f¡sz avrZ¡v je¢ÙÛl L−l −gmm¡j - BS Bl Nv-gv eu; 
p¡l−a q−h pq−Sz −S¡s-T¡m¡ p−ja Nv h¡S¡h¡l h−Ms¡ A−eLz 

e¡CVÉL¡−ll Nm¡ öe−a −fm¡j - a¥¢j ph−Q−u −R¡V, a¡C a¥¢jC fËbj h¡S¡−hz ¢L h¡S¡−h j¡? j¡ØV¡l jn¡C aMe 
k¿»V¡−L ahm¡l p−‰ −jm¡h¡l SeÉ h−p f−s−Rez −pC ¢c−L Bs−Q¡−M −Q−u, öM−e¡ Nm¡u HLV¡ −Y¡L ¢N−m h−m 
−gmm¡j - lh£¾cÊ p‰£a - −a¡j¡l c¤u¡l −M¡m¡l dÆ¢ez …l¦l ¢L AhÙÛ¡ −q¡m, −pV¡ lC−m¡ Bfe¡−cl LÒfe¡−az 
e¡CVÉL¡l ¢L¿¹¥ j−e −q¡m −hn M¤¢nC q−mez hm−me - −hn, −hnz Blñ L−l¡ a¡q'−mz e¡j Bl hupV¡ h−m ¢c−me 
j¡C−Ll p¡j−ez d¤fÚ L−l Bj¡l j¡CLV¡l p¡j−e h−p f−s, k¿»V¡ a¥−m ¢em¡j q¡−az öl¦ Llm¡j j¡−ul j¤−M ö−e 
ö−e −a¡m¡ −pC N¡e - 

                       −a¡j¡l c¤u¡l −M¡m¡l dÆ¢e, JC −N¡ h¡−S, 



                                h¡−S q©cu j¡−Tz 

Bm¡f, ¢e−S h¡¢e−u h¡S¡h¡l ¢h−cÉ ¢Rme¡ Bj¡l; −p ph L¡uc¡ Bl −q¡m e¡z Ba−ˆ −Q¡Mc¤−V¡ håC L−l 
−g−m¢Rm¡jz A¿¹l¡l pj−u X¡e −Q¡MV¡ HLV¥ M¤−m −cMm¡j, "h¡O¡' h¡h¤ j¡b¡ ¢eQ¥ L−l ¢Y−j m−u p‰a L−l Q−m−Re; 
hy¡¢c−L −cMm¡j - e¡CVÉL¡lJ −Q¡M h¤−S AÒf AÒf c¤m−Rez l¡C−j¡qe h¡h¤ −L −My¡Sh¡l −Qø¡ Bl L¢l¢ez p¡j−e 
−cMm¡j j¡ Bl ¢fp£j¡−L - Evp¤¤L −Q¡−M a¡¢L−u l−u−Rez 

aar−Z j¡C−Ll p−‰ fËbj f¢lQ−ul −l¡j¡’V¡ iu−L R¡¢f−u E−W−Rz −pC fËbj öem¡j, m¡EX ¢ØfL¡−ll (HJ 
ea¥e Lb¡) −ial ¢c−u −i−p Bp¡ ¢e−Sl h¡Se¡! AaÉ¿¹ f¤m¢La q−u c¤'Q¡lh¡l O¤¢l−u ¢g¢l−u −no Llm¡j h¡S¡−e¡z 
e¡CVÉL¡l −Q¡M M¤−m p−pÀ−q hm−me - h¡x! h−s¡ p¤¤¾clz Hje¢L −pC S¥S¥h¤−s¡ ahmQ£J −ke Oe −Ny¡−gl gy¡−L, 
j¤Q¢L q¡p−mez Bl −L¡e ¢c−L e¡ a¡¢L−u, fhee¾ce−L q¡l j¡e¡h¡l j−a¡ HL¢V ¢hl¡V m¡−g, c¢sl am¡ ¢c−u 
N'−m −fy±−R −Nm¡j h¡h¡l −L¡−ml L¡R¢V−az 

j¡CLV¡−L ¢e−Sl L¡−R −V−e ¢e−u, aar−Z hm−a Blñ L−l−Re e¡CVÉL¡l - L¢h…l¦l HC N¡e¢VC −q¡L Bj¡−cl 
BS−Ll i¡hd¡l¡z ay¡l −p i¡o−Zl HL¢V Lb¡J h¤¢T¢e, a¡C BS Bl j−eJ −eCz −Lhm j−e B−R - p¤¤¾cl h¡Qe-
i‰£ Bl p¤¤Øfø EμQ¡lZz 

BlJ −hn L'hRl f−l, Bj¡l pÀ¡aL S£h−el ¢àa£u hR−l, aMe −ai¡N¡ B−¾c¡m−el k¤N Q−m−Rz p¢mm −Q±d¤l£l 
−pC B…e Tl¡−e¡ N¡e - 

                     −qyC p¡j¡−m¡, −qyC p¡j¡−m¡, 

                     −qyC p¡j¡−m¡ d¡e −q¡, L¡−Ù¹V¡ c¡J n¡eÚ −q¡, 

                      S¡e Lh¤m Bl j¡e Lh¤m, 

                     Bl −ch e¡, Bl −ch e¡, 

                     l−š² −h¡e¡ d¡e, −j¡−cl fË¡Z −q¡z  

H N¡e aMe Bj¡−cl L−˜ a¥−m−R p¤¤−ll −YE, S¡¢N−u a¥−m−R Bj¡−cl −Qae¡−Lz −pC pj−u, Bj¡−cl L−m−Sl, 
h¡wm¡l ¢cLÚf¡m AdÉ¡fL, p¡¢q¢aÉL e¡l¡uZ N−‰¡f¡dÉ¡−ul ¢e−cÑne¡u A¢ieu L−l¢Rm¡j AaÉ¡Q¡l£ S¢jc¡−ll HL 
ShlcÙ¹ Q¢l−œz −p¢V ¢Rm "ea¥e fËi¡a' h−m HL¢V k¤−N¡f−k¡N£ e¡VLz NË£−×jl R¥¢V−a h¡¢s ¢N−u f¡VÑ j¤MÙÛ Llh¡l 
h¡pe¡u, j¡−ul q¡−a d¢l−u ¢cm¡j Bj¡l ¢ûÃVz j¡ −p¢V−L −c−MC Qj−L ¢N−u hm−me - J−l, H−k l¡C−j¡qe h¡h¤l 
−pC "e¡CVÉL¡−ll' −mM¡! C¢eC −a¡ "h„£ h¡¢ll h−l¡ S¡j¡C'!  

Ha¢ce f−l S¡em¡j ay¡l e¡jV¡ - −pC k¤−Nl fË¢bakn¡ e¡VÉL¡l nË£ jeÈb l¡u! 

 

e¢¾ca¡ i¡Ve¡N¡lz 

A−V¡u¡, LÉ¡e¡X¡z 

ANØV 2009z  

************************************************************************ 

L−uL¢V Lb¡l AbÑ ea¥e k¤−Nl h¡P¡m£−cl SeÉ ¢cm¡jz k¢c j−e L−le clL¡l, a−hC R¡f¡−hez Bj¡l ¢e−Sl −L¡e 
CμR¡-A¢eμR¡ −eCz H −mM¡¢V Be¤j¡¢eL 1600 n−ëlz qua HLV¥ LjJ q−a f¡−lz Har−Z Af−el g¡Cm c¤−V¡ 
−fy±−R −N−Rz ¢f, ¢X, HgÚ V¡−a HL S¡uN¡u HLV¥ −h¢n gy¡L q−u −N−R, JV¡ Bj¡l AeÉ L¢f…−m¡ −b−L Ae¤NËq L−l 
öd−l −e−hez HMe p¡j¡eÉ HLV¥ hc−mJ −Nm −mM¡V¡; HV¡ −b−LC −c−M −e−hez 



e¢¾ca¡z 

1z …h¡LÚ - p¤¤f¤l£z 

2z q£l¡Lo - Lf¡l p¡m−gVÚ (ayy¥−a lwJ hm¡ qu) 

3z q–j¡m¡l −cn - HL¢V L¢Òfa S¡uN¡ - h¡Pm¡ l©fLb¡lz 

4z X¡−Ll L¡S   - −n¡m¡l L¡Sz 

5z fhee¾ce - nË£ qe¤j¡ez 

6z −ai¡N¡ B−¾c¡me - S¢jc¡l£ fËb¡ E−μRc qh¡l B−N, Q¡¢ol¡ q¡si¡‰¡ M¡V¥¢el fl j¡œ 1/3 i¡N     gpm −faz 
Bl S¢jc¡l −fa 2/3 i¡N! a¡lC ¢hl¦−Ü HC B−¾c¡me q−u¢Rmz HMe S¢jl        j¡¢mL f¡u 1/3 i¡Nz 

7z pÀ¡aL - Bä¡l NËÉ¡S¥−uVz 

 

 

      

 

 

      

 



fËZ¡j S¡e¡C 
L«o·¡ plL¡l J ¢nfË¡ jS¤jc¡l 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Bj¡−cl ¢fa¡ X¡š²¡l e−N¾â Q¾â ®ch ¢R−me fl¡d£e i¡lah−oÑl ü¡d£ea¡l SeÉ EvpNÑ£L«a HL 
¢e−mÑ¡i j¡e¤oz Ad¤e¡ h¡wm¡−cn AbÑ¡v ac¡e£¿¹e f§hÑh−‰l L¥¢jÒm¡ ®Sm¡l L«o·f¤l NË¡−j ¢hMÉ¡a 
®N¡yp¡C f¢lh¡−l a¡yl SeÈz ®R−m−hm¡ ú¥m-L−m−S fWe-f¡W−el pju ®b−LC ®cn¡aÈ−h¡−dl ®Qae¡u 
¢a¢e ü¡d£ea¡ B−¾c¡m−e ®k¡N ®ce J L¡l¡h¡p L−lez a¡yl hýj¤M£ fË¢ai¡l j−dÉ ¢Rm N¡e-h¡Se¡, 
k¡œ¡u A¢ieu - k¡l p¡q¡−kÉ p¡d¡lZ j¡e¤−ol j−dÉ ¢a¢e S¡a£ua¡ ®h¡d S¡N¡h¡l fËu¡p L−l−Rez Hl 
fl hªqšl ü¡d£ea¡ B−¾c¡m−e p¢œ²u q−u JW¡u hª¢Vn plL¡l a¡yl ¢hl¦−Ü l¡S−â¡¢qa¡l A¢i−k¡N 
H−e ®NËga¡l£ f−l¡u¡e¡ S¡l£ L−le Hhw a¡yl j¡b¡l c¡j d¡kÑ L−le 5,000 V¡L¡z üi¡haxC a¡y−L 
aMe A‘¡ah¡p Ll−a quz f¤¢m−nl ®Q¡−M d¤−m¡ ¢c−a RcÈ−hn d¡lZ Hje ¢L p¡l¡ l¡a LQ¥l£ f¡e¡l 
j−dÉ X¥h ¢c−u BaÈ−N¡feJ Ll−a quz f¤¢m−nl ¢ekÑ¡ae ®b−L a¡yl f¢lh¡lJ ®lq¡C ®fa e¡ z fË¡u 
c¤C hvpl A‘¡ah¡−pl fl a¡ylC HL BaÈ£−ul hc¡eÉa¡u ¢a¢e f¤¢m−nl q¡−a dl¡ f−s ¢qS¢m 
®S−m n¡l£¢lL A−eL ¢ekÑ¡ae pqÉ L−lez a¡yl ®L¡j−sl q¡s fkÑ¿¹ ®i−P k¡u, k¡l g−m flhaÑ£ 
S£h−e ¢a¢e i¡l£ ®L¡eJ L¡S Ll−a f¡l−ae e¡z dl¡ fs¡l fl 1942 p¡−m ®S−m b¡L¡ L¡m£e 
¢a¢e a¡yl Apj¡ç X¡š²¡l£ fl£r¡ ®ce Hhw ppÇj¡−e Eš£ZÑ qez ¢L¿º hª¢Vn plL¡l a¡yl ®l¢Sp−VÌne 
h¡−Su¡ç L−lez 1947 p¡−ml 15C BNpV flj¡L¡¢´ra ü¡d£ea¡ m¡−il Mhl a¡y−L ®S−m h−pC 
öe−a quz i¡la plL¡l a¡y−L Hhw Bl ph l¡Sh¾c£−cl Hl f−l j¤¢š² ®cez  
 
®cn ¢àM¢äa qh¡l f−l ¢a¢e pf¢lh¡−l c¢rZ h−‰ Q−m B−pe J ¢h¢iæ S¡uN¡u b¡L¡l fl 
Ah−n−o L¡yQs¡f¡s¡u ÙÛ¡u£ i¡−h hph¡p Hhw S£h−el flhaÑ£ AdÉ¡u öl¦ L−lez h¡N−j¡−s ¢eSü 
®Qð¡l L−l X¡š²¡l ¢qp¡−h Hac’−ml de£-c¢lâ ¢e¢hÑ−n−o ph¡l ®ph¡ L−lez ®cnfË¡Z HC ®k¡Ü¡l 
ü¡d£ea¡-pwNË¡j J c£OÑL¡m L¡l¡h¡−pl SeÉ i¡la plL¡l a¡y−L a¡jË fœ ¢c−u pðdÑe¡ L−le Hhw 
BjlZ ®fep¡e fËc¡e L−lez ÙÛ¡e£u j¢ÒmLh¡N EμQ¢hcÉ¡mu ÙÛ¡f−e a¡yl Ahc¡e Aeü£L¡kÑz 1982 
p¡−ml 10C e−iðl ¢a¢e c¤C f¤œ J p¡a LeÉ¡−L ®l−M q©c−l¡−N Bœ²¡¿¹ q−u fl−m¡L k¡œ¡ L−lez  
 



In the Land of Gods  
To Orissa with Passion – the Diamond Triangle 

 
Subhash C. Biswas 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Orissa is one of a few states of India that can boast of a great history, a great 
tradition, a rich culture and an admirable diversity of flora and fauna. The 
influence of religion on the life of the Orissan people is also as remarkable as its 
history. This uniqueness of Orissa makes it a favourite destination of tourists. 
Godadhar, Kamalika, Anna, Nabaneeta and Debjyoti have just completed a long 
tour of Bhubaneshwar, Puri and Chilika. They are now on their way back to 
Cuttack. 
 
“This has been one fantastic tour that I will never forget,” Deb says. “I can make 
millions of tours like this and not get bored.” 
“I fully agree with you Deb, but I must add that a tour becomes enjoyable if the 
company is good,” remarks Nabaneeta. “We have an excellent company and I 
am happy with it.” 
“I am much impressed by the remarks of both of you,” says Godadhar. “But I 
thought that the good experiences you gathered from visiting the Lingaraj, 
Dhauligiri and Jagannath temples had all got washed out by the water waves of 
Chilika and the Bay of Bengal. After all, the burden of spiritual virtues might get 
too heavy sometimes to bear.” 
“Our Orissa tour is not over yet,” says Anna. “The next part of the tour program is 
to cover the Diamond Triangle of Orissa – Ratnagiri, Udaigiri and Lalitgiri. We will 
start from Cuttack tomorrow morning. If everything goes alright and our energy 
permits, we will complete this tour in one day.” 
 
The road from Puri to Cuttack via Bhubaneshwar is the life line of Orissa. 
Godadhar feels driving down this road is itself a good travel experience. But if the 
traveller expects a super wide highway with a glamorous surrounding, he is 
bound to be disappointed. To enjoy the ride and have an enriching experience, 
just amble along this road and feel the pulse of Orissa. But all tourists enjoy their 
tour in their own way. Anna and Kamalika prefer patronizing the reputable saree 
stores while Deb and Nabaneeta must check out the wares of the souvenir 
shops. 
 
Arriving at Cuttack, they are amused to discover what has been waiting for them. 
Jitendrya receive them with his usual silent smile and a cordial welcoming 



gesture. He is a man of a few words and much action what probably makes a 
man most civilized. According to him, his words are too meaningful to be used 
liberally and too many spoken words may cause confusion. Godadhar says, 
"Jitendrya is a good example that shows how silence could mean eloquence." A 
huge get-together with an extravagant dinner has been arranged by Jitendrya. 
Their house is beautiful, but more beautiful is the great little temple they have 
inside their yard. It’s a Durgamandir – temple of Goddess Durga. In the evening, 
people from all the surrounding localities gather at the temple to offer worship 
and chant Bhajans (hymn songs). Loud chanting with louder drum beating makes 
a high sounding musical episode that attracts more and more people and 
heightens the spirituality of the occasion, which is further enhanced by the folded 
hands and all turned-towards-the-deity heads. 
 
Next morning, Baburam, ready as usual well before the specified time, greets 
everybody saying Namaste in his usual modest manner. Everybody boards and 
the car starts. Baburam navigates the car through the narrow roads of Cuttack 
until it hits the main road. Anna instructs Baburam to go to Ratnagiri – the first 
destination. 
 
Ratnagiri 
 
Ratnagiri is a Buddhist site in the Jajpur district of Orissa at an approximate 
distance of 20 km from Cuttack. After taking exit from the highway, it’s a narrow 
road all the way to the site. The road goes through villages and mostly open 
fields. It’s only about half an hour from Cuttack. Ratnagiri used to be a 
Mahavihara (Buddhist Monastery). The site is like a crown on the top of a small 
hill which is surrounded by the rivers Brahmani and Birupa. The car stopped at 
the foot of the hill. From there, one has to climb on foot to the top. From the top, 
a magnificent panoramic view of the vast plains full of lush greenery comes to 
sight. There are not too many tourists as in the Jagannath temple or the Konarak 
temple. A serene and calm atmosphere creates a wonderful feeling. The place is 
worthy of being a Buddhist Mahavihara where the monks can get the seclusion 
and isolation they need.  
 
Nabaneeta and Deb rush towards the stone plaque near the entrance while the 
others keep walking to the site. At the gorgeous entrance door, a pleasant 
surprise greets Godadhar. An old friend suddenly appears before him. Both are 
taken aback. Of all places on earth and after a very long time, they meet here in 
a place as isolated as Ratnagiri. Dr. Vaillancourt is a professor of mathematics in 
a Quebec university. “The world is small and round, isn’t it Dr. God?” Says Dr 
Vaillancourt. 
“Yes, only 24000 miles and a little flat at the poles,” replies Godadhar. “Have you 
come here to find Nirvana, Dr. Vaillancourt?”  
“I guess I have. But it is hidden somewhere in the stack of ruins.” 
Nabaneeta and Deb come back and join the team, Godadhar asks, “Have you 
learnt something from the plaque?” 
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"Yes", says Deb. The excavation of this site was done in 1960 by the 
Archaeological Survey of India. The artefacts and relics discovered here give a 
clear indication that the Ratnagiri Monastery witnessed a phenomenal growth in 
religion, art and architecture dating from 5th century CE to the 13th century CE. 
Nabaneeta says the best guess of the pundits is that this monastery was 
established during the reign of the King Narasimha Baladitya of Gupta Dynasty. 
 

 
Figure 1  Entrance gate at Ratnagiri (photo by author) 
 
The excavation has unearthed two huge quadrangular monasteries. One of them 
has been identified as Sri Ratnagiri Mahavihariya Aryabikshu Sanghasya”. The 
entrance door to this monastery, along with its jamb and lintel, is beautifully 
carved. The walls are adorned with exquisitely carved statues of Vajrapani and 
Lokeshwara. These relics serve as proof of the prevalence of Tantric Buddhism 
or Vajrayana art and philosophy. According to the Tibetan history, Ratnagiri was 
a great center of Kalachakratantra in the 10th century. It could be compared to 
the tantric center of Nalanda in Bihar. There are some sculptures from Hindu 
mythology as well – Kuber, Basudhara and Kali are some of them. Inside the 
complex, there is a spacious courtyard flanked by a number of cells for habitation 
of monks. On the far end, an impressive 10 ft idol of Lord Buddha in meditation is 
enshrined in a seclude chamber. Godadhar stands in front of the idol and feels a 
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powerful influence from the old relic. It surely instils calmness in the mind and 
awakens a divine consciousness.  
 
The second monastery features a life-size granite statue of Lord Buddha. There 
is also a beautiful temple dedicated to Lord Krishna. Besides, there are many 
stupas, the largest one being 17 ft high. Hundreds of miniature decorated votive 
stupas also attract attention. Deb says the excavation seems to be incomplete. 
There is still more to be discovered. There is a good museum a little down the hill 
where one can see hundreds of artefacts. Unfortunately, it is closed on Fridays 
and today happens to be a Friday. 

 
Figure 2  Ratnagiri monastery (photo by author) 
 
Udaigiri 
 
From Ratnagiri, the next move is to Udaigiri which is about 7 km from here and 
about 20 km from Cuttack. Udaigiri is the second node of the Diamond Triangle 
and the largest Buddhist complex of Orissa. The car stops at its last point from 
where the tourists are on foot. One can get a glimpse of the complex from here 
on the backdrop of a large hill – a magnificent sight indeed. There is a small 
tourist booth there, but practically no tourists. Godadhar says, “Looks like we are 
the only tourists here; I doubt if the site has been properly exploited to match its 
reputation.” 
“As far as I know, the site has been excavated only partially” Says Nabaneeta. 
“Ironically, the Tourist Bureau of Orissa hasn’t been fair to Udaigiri. But after the 
excavation is completed, there will be a band wagon of tourists, I guess.” 
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A gentleman from the booth points out something tourists must see before 
climbing up. It’s a huge well cut out of the rock of the hill with approximately 20 
by 20 ft opening. A unique feature of the well is a separate entrance to the well 
with many large stairs made of stone descending to the bottom of the well. This 
is amazing; they have never seen such a thing before. This well itself could be a 
wonderful tourist attraction.  
 
From here, it’s an uphill climb for more than half a kilometre. It’s a moderate 
slope with a narrow unpaved walkway. While climbing, one can notice water 
drainage system - running along the slope of the hill - and many large and small 
votive stupas. The sculptures belong to the Buddhist pantheon including 
obviously Bodhisattva figures and Buddha in meditation. Strangely enough, there 
is no trace of tantric Buddhism in Udaigiri, although it is situated close to 
Ratnagiri. There are remains of a brick stupa and a brick monastery. A second 
monastery can be seen but it’s still unexcavated. Another interesting remain is 
that of a little temple of Mahakaal (Time without frontier). It’s not quite safe to 
climb to the top of the site, but it surely appeals to the adventurous mind.  Once 
there, one can experience the thrill and get an unforgettable feeling. A still larger 
hill behind the site constitutes an impressive background. Looking down the hill is 
another magnificent view – the remains of the site embellishing the lush green 
slope of the hill. 
 

 
Figure 3  Udaigiri monastery (photo by author) 
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According to the Archaeological Survey of India, Udaigiri might have flourished 
between 7th and 12th century. It’s the largest Buddhist complex in Orissa. One of 
the monasteries has been identified by its ancient name Madhavapura 
Mahavihara. In the travel accounts of the Chinese traveller Hieun Tsang, there is 
a reference of Udaigiri. 
 
Coming down the top of the hill is still more dangerous. It’s certainly not for the 
weak heart. The site is definitely not ready for tourists. Godadhar warns 
everybody; at least for the next 100 metre down the hill one has to be very 
careful. Coming down to the bottom of the hill, Godadhar looks back to the top of 
the hill and feels once again the incredible beauty and the grandeur of the 
immense complex. Baburam comes forward and salutes. He is ready with the car 
for the next trip. 
 
 
Lalitgiri 
 
Lalitgiri is the earliest Buddhist complex of Orissa. It is situated at a distance of 
approximately 55 km from Cuttack. After about 15 minutes, Baburam takes the 
high road. It should be another half hour of drive, he says.  
 
Godadhar says, “We are going to see something similar to Ratnagiri, I suppose.” 
Nabaneeta says it’s another ancient monastery, but much older than that at 
Ratnagiri. It dates back to the 1st century CE. Deb and Nabaneeta visited Lalitgiri 
not too long ago. The Chaitya hall and a stone stupa at the apex of a sand stone 
hill as well as many votive stupas are some of the great attractions. Hiuen Tsang 
gave description of a magnificent stupa on a hill top named Pushpagiri 
Mahavihara which emitted a divine light. This stupa is believed to be the one at 
Lalitgiri. Deb says the Lalitgiri museum displays many interesting finds from the 
excavation. Colossal statues of Buddha, statues of Bodhisattva, and statue of 
Tara are some of the important exhibits. There is evidence of Tantric Buddhism 
at Lalitgiri that flourished in the 8th century. 
 
Baburam slows down the car. “Are we there, Babu?” asks Anna. Baburam says 
there seems to be a problem. We probably can’t go to Lalitgiri; some 
demonstration is going on and the road is blocked. Anna says we must go back 
and do something else.  
“Do you have an alternative, Anna?” asks Godadhar. 
“Yes, I have a plan B.” 
“I knew it; Anna always has two strings to her bow. So what’s the plan?” 
Anna instructs Baburam to go back towards Cuttack to the ruins of Biratnagar. 
 
Biratnagar 
 
In a desolate area in Chowduar district not far from Cuttack, ruins of an ancient 
palace have been recently discovered. There are no access roads to these ruins. 
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The area is fenced all around and is out of bounds for the visitors. Tourists don’t 
come here as it’s not yet known to the outside world. Excavations will start 
sometime in the future. Baburam drives around the fenced off area. Long brick 
walls with entrance gates are visible from a distance. The palace still proclaims 
its old glory in the eminence of isolation. It’s believed the palace belonged to the 
King of Biratnagar of Mahabharat fame. Not far from the palace, there is a huge 
pond believed to be the pond for the royal elite. 
 
About a short distance from this place, there is a very old temple – locally known 
as Burhalinga temple - which is also believed to be the temple of the palace. 
Queen Sudeshna used to come to this temple regularly to offer worship to her 
favourite deity. Although in ruins beyond imagination, the temple still looks 
beautiful. Big and small sculptured figures are scattered all over the site. Some 
sculptured idols are still embellishing the walls of the temple. There are two wells 
in the site, of which one is especially remarkable. It has two brick staircases for 
going down to the water level. It’s believed that this well was exclusively reserved 
for the Queen, where she would take bath before offering worship. In front of the 
sanctum, there are remains of a big Natmandir (hall for the devotees). Raised 
foundation with tall pillars standing on it is still bearing  

 
Figure 4  Ruins of the palace of King Birat (photo by author) 
evidence of big gatherings of devotees and religious festivities. It’s amazing that 
this temple is still in use, and that a priest is engaged permanently who lives 
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within the site. The local people regularly come here for worship. This temple has 
been recently declared as a World Heritage Site. 
 
The Sun has just gone down. The twilight sky has a faint soothing colour that has 
put the day’s activities to rest. The wind has gone down to a gentle breeze by the 
command of an unknown power. The car goes slowly through the rough road 
wobbling like a boat. Everybody is quiet in the comfort of this heavenly 
atmosphere. Deb turns toward Godadhar and asks, “Uncle, you have visited 
many temples for so many years. Tell me, does God exist?” 
Godadhar smiles and gives a short answer, “God only knows.” 
 

 
Figure 5  Burhalinga temple (photo by author) 
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In the Land of Gods  
To Orissa with Passion – the Golden Triangle 

 
Subhash C. Biswas 

 
 
 

 
 
It’s a lazy Saturday morning in the month of November. The celebrated first snow 
has arrived in slow pace. The beauty of Canadian summer and its spectacular 
autumn colour have all disappeared into thin air. But the nouveau arrivée has 
come with a splash of white wash creating a special kind of beauty that is adored 
by many and awfully despised by others. Godadhar is looking through a large 
window of his living room and gazing at the magnificent scene outside, a winter 
wonderland. 
 
A blanket of soothing soft white snow has covered all that comes to sight – the 
roads, the roof tops, the lawns and the trees. The dark green needles of the 
pines and cedars are still trying to show their presence through the overwhelming 
whiteness. The deciduous trees with their leafless branches, twigs and withies 
wrapped around by white flakes, stand like marble sculptures created by an artist 
with great skill. A silent stillness prevails all around, broken only by a few children 
rolling and rollicking in the feathery fleece, or by sudden flurries of snowbirds 
whirling by. Snow flakes continue falling gently from the leaden sky like a shower 
of wonderful feeling of joy and enchantment. Godadhar looks on standing like a 
statue as if a magician has cast a spell on him. 
 
“You seem to be absorbed in some high thinking, are you planning for another 
trip to escape the winter?” Kamalika asks humorously while entering in the room 
with a tray of tea. “There is tea for you on the center table, do you hear me?” 
Kamalika tries to draw his attention.  
 
“Yes dear, you have already heightened my inner sense by the enchanting 
aroma of your tea.” Godadhar turns towards Kamalika with a smile of satisfaction 
saying “you asked about our next trip, didn’t you?” “Yes, how about visiting 
Orissa this winter?” suggests Kamalika eagerly hoping for an affirmative answer 
from Godadhar. 
 
Godadhar steps back from the window and sits on his chair. After taking a sip of 
tea he leans back with a feeling of relaxation. “I am wondering if we make no trip 
this winter and enjoy the snow in Ottawa instead,” says Godadhar with a smile as 
his face brightens up. “Look outside, Malika; look at our apple tree. It’s 
marvellous; it’s a new kind of blossom!” Godadhar is still mesmerized by the 
charm of the first snow. The snow flakes have made a beautiful pattern around 



each little bright cherry-like apple. The whole tree, a huge bush on the top of a 
big stem, is beautifully adorned with snow flowers – a delightful glow in white and 
red. 
 
“A beautiful scene indeed,” Kamalika sounds less impressed. “This beauty is as 
stupefying as it’s illusive and short-lived,” She continues. “ It’s an ounce of joy as 
a fine prelude to the tons of misery waiting for us – slippery roads, shoulder-high 
snow banks, stuck cars with spinning wheels, back breaking snow shovelling and 
above all, a few dreadful snow storms to catapult you to a cryogenic abode.” 
Kamalika doesn’t hide her eerie feelings about winter blues. 
 
Silence prevails for a few moments. Godadhar looks around, but his sight doesn’t 
go beyond the walls of the room. Kamalika remarks in a tone of humour, “The 
walls are fine; they don’t need any fresh coat of paint.” “I smell a good fragrance, 
wonder where it’s coming from,” Godadhar says with curiosity. “It’s coming from 
burning incense sticks that came from Orissa. And that huge wall hanging you 
are looking at also came from Orissa – Pipli art, remember?” Kamalika recounts 
with a chuckle. “Yes dear, I do remember. It was presented to us by Anna.” 
Godadhar replies. Both Godadhar and Kamalika recapitulate sweet memories of 
their last visit to Orissa. Pipli is a beautiful village about 44 Km from Konarak. It is 
famous for appliqué work that depicts the essence of Orissan culture. It’s 
believed that the kings of Orissa patronized this handicraft so much so that the 
appliqué work reached the heights of artistic excellence. Tourists gather in great 
numbers to explore the village of Pipli where rows of shops proudly display their 
art wares. 
 
Visit to the Konarak temple was the most memorable one. Situated on the coast 
of the Bay of Bengal and surrounded by lush vibrant greenery, the site is 
spectacularly beautiful. The temple’s architectural grandeur and the intricacy of 
lavish sculptural work make it an ideal tourist spot. Built by Raja Narasimhadeva 
of the Ganga dynasty in the 13th century CE, this majestic temple, dedicated to 
the God Surya (Sun), represents the culmination of the Orissan temple 
architecture.  It is designed as the chariot of Lord Surya, with 24 wheels, pulled 
by 7 stone horses. Each wheel, about 3 m (10 feet) in diameter, has a set of 
spokes and elaborate carvings. A flight of stairs lead to the main entrance which 
is guarded by two lions. There are three images of the God Surya facing the 
trajectory of the Sun positioned in such a way that at least one of them receives 
rays of the Sun from sunrise to sunset. The Konarak temple is especially famous 
for its impressive sculptures and carvings all over the temple surfaces. These 
sculptures and carvings depict every important aspect of life in countless forms 
and with great precision – country life, love, judgement, war, thousands of 
deities, heavenly damsels, dancers etc. Amazing work of art has given perpetual 
life to inanimate stones that captivate the visitors with unspoken verses 
eloquently expressed. It’s believed that the temple was never completed. 
Unfortunately, the temple is said to have gone through non-use after its 



desecration by the Muslim invaders and the immense structure is now falling into 
ruins. 
 

 
Figure 1  Konarak temple (photo by the author) 
 
Kamalika is fascinated by legends and mythologies. She found one about the 
Konarak temple – the legend of Shamba. Shamba was the notorious son of Lord 
Krishna. He misbehaved to such an extent that Krishna became extremely 
displeased with him and cursed him with leprosy. Mother Jambavati broke down 
seeing her disfigured son in great agony from the disease. With tears streaming 
from her eyes, she prayed to Krishna and pleaded for a cure. Krishna relented 
and advised Shamba to worship the God Surya. Shamba discovered an image of 
Surya seated on a lotus in Konaditya Khsetra. After worshipping the Sun God 
and then bathing in the river Chandrabhaga (not far from the temple), he was 
cured of leprosy.  
 
Recapitulation of past memories enlivens their mood and the morning tea 
becomes all the more enjoyable. The desire to go for another trip is suddenly 
revived with enthusiasm. “Anna has been repeatedly inviting us to visit them,” 
Kamalika reminds. Annapurna is called Anna by her close relatives and friends. 
Anna and Jitendrya Maharathi live in Cuttack. They are good friends of Godadhar 
and Kamalika for many years. Godadhar agrees to plan for another tour of 
Orissa. After all, there are plenty of interesting sites worth visiting and visiting 
more than once. 
 



The plane lands at Kolkata airport. A sunny January day glamorously greets the 
passengers with a blast of warm and pleasant air. Every time Godadhar lands in 
Kolkata, it feels like coming back home, like a son coming back to his mother. 
The mother is old, but mother she is. Kolkata, old, dirty, broken down, but 
affectionate, charming and lovely, extends her hands to her son in heavenly love 
and asks, “Where have you been so long?” 
 

 
Figure 2  Chariot wheel of Konarak temple (photo by the author) 
 
Jana Shatabdi express is found to be a convenient rail transport for going to 
Cuttack. It has a reputation for maintaining time schedule and smooth run. But 
the day Godadhar and Kamalika had to go, it failed to maintain its reputation. 
They were stranded at Howrah station for about 5 hours. Passengers waited very 
patiently without any bitter feeling, thanks to the reputation. The journey was 
enjoyable all the way. The train finally arrived at Cuttack station and Godadhar 
and Kamalika are cordially received by Anna and Jitendrya. 
 
Anna’s hospitality is so great that any description of it will not be adequate 
enough. Tour begins the next day – a three day tour to Bhubaneshwar and Puri. 
Anna’s niece, Nabaneeta and Kamalika’s nephew, Debjyoti, have already 
gathered to join the tour. Deb, an engineer, also lives in Cuttack. Nabaneeta is a 
university student. Godadhar feels that the addition of these two young persons 
will make the team energetic and rejuvenated. They are very bright and 
enthusiastic.  
 



The car is ready early in the morning. The driver, Baburam, greets everybody in 
traditional Orissan style, extremely polite and cordial. The road to Bhubaneshwar 
is appreciably smooth. It takes about 40 minutes to reach there. Bhubaneshwar 
is a beautiful city known for its architecture and ancient temples. It is often 
referred to as the Temple City of India. Deb asks if anyone knows who designed 
the modern city of Bhubaneshwar, but doesn’t wait for an answer. The German 
architect Otto Königsberger designed this city in 1946. The city can still boast of 
its wide roads, beautiful gardens and parks; but random developments and 
settlements over the last few decades have made it unwieldy. Nabaneeta says 
the history of Bhubaneshwar is at least 2000 years old. King Kharabela 
established his capital in Sisupalgarh which still exists in the outskirts of the city. 
Kamalika takes the history back to the mythological era. There is mentioning of 
this region in Brahma Purana as Ekamra Kshetra that enshrined a great number 
of Shiva Lingas. Anna says we must visit Hathigumpha, Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri caves where the inscriptions give evidence of the region’s antiquity. 
But Nabaneeta insists that we visit the Lingaraj temple first. The devoted pilgrims 
first worship the Lingaraj before visiting the Jagannath temple at Puri. The 
Lingaraj temple is kind of an identity symbol of Bhubaneshwar. The three holy 
cities – Bhubaneshwar, Konarak and Puri – are as renowned as their temples. 
They form the Golden Triangle of Orissa. 
 
Lingaraj Temple 
 
The Lingaraj temple is a rare masterpiece, an outstanding specimen of Orissan 
style of temple architecture. It is believed to have been built in the 7th century CE 
by the king Yayati Kesari who made Bhubaneshwar his capital. Bhubaneshwar 
remained as the capital of Orissa until the king Nripati Kesari founded Cuttack in 
the 10th century. Deb swiftly bursts in to complete the history saying that 
Bhubaneshwar regained the capital status of Orissa in 1948.  The temple is 
located on the south shore of the Bindu Sagar Lake. It’s believed that at one time 
there were over 7000 temples around the shore of the Bindu Sagar Lake – only 
500 of them still survive.  Nabaneeta suggests that Godadhar and his group 
should visit all the temples of Bhubaneshwar, especially during the festival of 
Ashokashtami when the image of the Lingaraj is taken to the lake for a ritual bath 
and after which, all the pilgrims take bath to wash out their sins.  Deb says he will 
definitely come but only when he would accumulate sufficient number of sins. 
 
The Lingaraj temple covers an area over 250000 sq feet and is surrounded by a 
massive wall of 7 ft thickness. The pinnacle of the temple reaches a height of 
about 55 m (180 ft).  The presiding deity in the sanctum is the Swayambhu Linga 
– a mixed configuration of Shiva’s emblem, the trident, and Vishnu’s emblem, the 
wheel, in perfect harmony for the Shivaite and the Vaishnavite sects. The deity is 
worshipped as Hari-Hara i.e. Vishnu and Shiva. The complex encompasses 150 
shrines representing most of the Hindu gods and goddesses – a unique feature 
of the temple. Deb has been looking at the temple complex with keen interest. He 



is amazed by the elegant sculptural and architectural work and the exemplary 
carvings.  
 
This temple is so captivating that Godadhar’s emotion bursts out, “If the Tri-
Bhubaneshwar, the Lord of the three worlds, has to choose a place on earth, this 
should be it. It’s rightfully called the Bhubaneshwar Temple.” Deb doesn’t wait a 
second to remark, “I would do the same, if I had a choice.”  Kamalika comes forth 
with the legend behind the Lingaraj temple, according to which Lord Shiva chose 
Bhubaneshwar i.e. Ekamra Tirtha as His resort. Parvati, His consort, came to 
visit the city in disguise when she was approached by two demons, Kritti and 
Vasa. Parvati crushed the demons by her weight. She became extremely thirsty, 
so Shiva created the Bindu Sagar Lake to quench her thirst. Shiva chose this 
place as His abode and was called Krittivasas or Lingaraj. 
 
Dhauligiri 
 
The historic Dhauligiri (Dhauli hill) is located on the southern bank of the river 
Daya, about 8 km from Bhubaneshwar on the way to Puri. The vast open space 
adjoining the hill is the Dhauli plains where Kalinga war is believed to have been 
fought. Major Edicts of the legendary king Ashoka are found by the side of the 
road leading to the summit of the hill. These Edicts are written in Prakrit language 
using Brahmi script. Nabaneeta draws Godadhar's attention, “Look at the 
dazzling pagoda on the top of the hill. This is the peace pagoda or Shanti Stupa 
that has been recently built by the Japan Buddha Sangha and the Kalinga 
Nippon Buddha Sangha.” Deb promptly complements Nabaneeta, “The Stupa 
was built in just 2 years and was inaugurated on 8th Nov. 1972. The first Shanti 
Stupa is in Bihar at Rajgiri; Pundit Jawaharlal Naheru laid its foundation stone.” 
 



 
Figure 3  Dhauligiri (photo by the author) 
 
Godadhar’s imagination goes back to the battle field of Kalinga. King Ashoka the 
Great, the victorious, climbed up the hill in great pride. From the top of the 
dhauligiri, he looked down around the hill. What a revolutionary look it was! He 
blinked and looked again and could see only dead bodies in blood scattered all 
over. This gruesome sight of the aftermath of the war brought about a total 
transformation in Ashoka and a great turning point in the history of India. The 
Kalinga war miraculously transformed Ashoka from a ruthless warrior to an 
elevated soul dedicated to peace and non-violence. Godadhar closes his eyes 
and tries to feel the pain. The colour of pain is red; splashes in red have littered 
the whole area. Even the water of the river Daya has turned red. 
 
Nabaneeta tries to point out that there are other temples to see in Dhabalgiri – 
Dhabaleshwar temple, Bahirangeshwar Shiva Temple and Ganesh shrine. These 
temples are also as old as the Lingaraj temple. Godadhar says it’s always 
advisable to save something for the next time. 
 
Jagannath Temple at Puri 
 
The next morning, Baburam is ready well before the departure time. A good 
night’s sleep was enough to get rid of the weariness from the long day. The fresh 



cool breeze of the morning delightfully enlivens everybody. Baburam turns the 
ignition key and the car moves towards the next destination, Puri. Breakfast will 
be on the way in a decent restaurant arranged by Anna.  
 
Kamalika and Anna are always busy in conversing with each other, as if the rest 
of the world doesn’t matter. Deb hums Bollywood songs to himself, and at times, 
joins in the conversation with Nabaneeta and Godadhar. The Jagannath temple 
is widely popular all over India, but for the people of Orissa, the cult of Jagannath 
is virtually the religion. Orissa is better known as the land of Jagannath. Puri is 
situated on the gentle slope of Nilgiri (Blue Mountain), close to the Bay of Bengal. 
The Jagannath temple is an ancient shrine. Godadhar says, Brahma Purana has 
some reference to Puri. And it’s interesting to note that Rig Veda refers to 
Purushottama as a wooden idol made from a floating log. The three deities of the 
temple, Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra are also represented by wooden 
idols made from logs floating in the sea. Nabaneeta says, these wooden idols 
have been replaced by new ones on some special occasions (Navakalebar – 
new form). Deb suddenly stops humming and in his usual soft manner, gives 
further details saying that the present idols were made in the year 1977. The 
temple, as it stands now, was constructed initially by the Kalinga king 
Anantavarman (1078 – 1148 CE) and then by his descendant king Anangabhima 
Deva in the year 1174 CE. 
 
Kamalika turns her attention to the conversation on the Jagannath temple. She 
narrates the legend surrounding the temple. Indradyumna, king of Malawa, was a 
great devotee of Lord Vishnu.  Once he dreamt of Nilamadhava Vishnu (Vishnu 
in the form of a bright blue jewel). He wanted to find this particular form of the 
Lord. So he sent his emissaries in all directions to look for this Jewel. Vidyapati, 
his chief minister, dreamt that the God Nilamadhava was under a fig tree in a 
deep jungle in an island guarded by a tribal chief. But when Vidyapati arrived at 
the spot following his dream, he discovered to his dismay that the god had 
disappeared from there. King Indradyumna performed Ashwamedha Yagna in 
order to find the Lord. He heard a divine voice asking him to look for a log of 
wood floating in the sea with divine marks on it. Sage Narada, messenger of 
Gods, assured the king that the Lord would appear to him in the form of three 
wooden idols. When such a log was found, Narada requested the king to make 
three idols out of it. Indradyumna requested Vishwakarma – architect of Gods – 
to build a magnificent temple for the deities. Vishnu Himself appeared in the 
guise of a carpenter to make the idols. But there was a condition that he will work 
behind closed doors undisturbed. The king agreed. After a few days, he became 
very impatient when no sound was coming from inside the temple. He opened 
the doors out of curiosity and found the carpenter had just vanished with the idols 
unfinished, seemingly because the agreed upon condition had been 
dishonoured. He heard a divine voice once again asking him to install the 
unfinished idols in the temple. These three idols represent Jagannath, his elder 
brother Balabhadra, and their sister Subhadra. 
 



“A very interesting story,” says Nabaneeta. “Uncle, do you believe in all these 
legends?” asks Deb. “I think these legends are simply meaningless and are 
deliberately made up for the simple-minded god-fearing people so that they 
remain devoted to gods,” he continues. 
“The stories are amusing indeed, believe them or don’t - that's up to you,” replies 
Godadhar. “But they often carry a little bit of history if you can find it. Note that 
the Nilamadhava was guarded by a tribal chief. Archaeological researchers have 
recently established that Jagannath is the god of both Tribals and Aryans. It’s 
possible that the Aryans assimilated the tribal deities creating interesting legends 
acceptable to everybody.” 
 
Anna likes to talk about the festivals of Puri. Ratha Yatra is the most popular one. 
Thousands of pilgrims flock to Puri during this festival which is celebrated for 
eight days. The three idols are taken out in procession in three immense chariots 
that are elaborately decorated. These chariots are pulled by the devotees with 
intense religious fervour to the Gundicha Mandir – a temple three km away – 
supposed to be the residence of the aunt of Jagannath. The return journey 
commences in the same manner after a week. Again there are other legends 
around Ratha Yatra. There is one in Bhagavat Purana according to which Ratha 
Yatra commemorates the overwhelming separation of Lord Krishna from his 
much beloved childhood playmates – the Gopis and the Gopals of Gokula – 
when He and Balabhadra set forth for Mathura. 
 
Baburam announces that he has arrived at the destination in Puri – the Court 
Guest House. Anna has arranged this guest house for the group with the help of 
one of her cousins, a high court judge. It’s a beautiful guest house with spacious 
rooms and a good and courteous staff to take care of everything that the guests 
may need. Mr. Gajendra Mahapatra, an assistant judge, greeted the guests with 
warm welcome. A delicious freshly cooked meal was waiting to be served for the 
guests. All other meals would be prepared by Vijay, the highly acclaimed cook of 
the guest house, as and when needed and according to the menu chosen by the 
guests. And that’s not all. A high court representative had been assigned to 
accompany the guests for all tours in Puri and around. This would help touring 
smooth and trouble free. Excellent arrangement, Anna. Bravo! 
 



 
Figure 4  Jagannath temple (photo by the author) 
 
Everybody is ready for the temple visit. The road leading to the temple is wide, 
but excessively crowded with visitors, pilgrims, shoppers and many others with 
unknown missions. Cars or any other vehicles have no permission to come within 
a certain boundary of the road. The holy cows and stray dogs have free passes 
and were roaming undisturbed everywhere. Roadside vendors occupied the 
walkways for the pedestrians. India’s economic shine couldn’t enlighten the road 
to Lord Jagannath. The vast Jagannath temple remains a magnificent monument 
of India. The complex occupies an area over 37,000 sq m (400,000 sq ft) 
surrounded by a 6 m (20 ft) high wall. There are 120 shrines and temples inside 
the complex. The temple tower rises to a height of 65 m (214 ft) at the pinnacle of 
which is the Srichakra (an eight-spoke wheel) of Vishnu. The other temples, 
shrines and mandapas (halls) surround the main temple, their pyramidal roofs 
rising in steps like mountain peaks. 
 



There are four entrance gates to the main temple. The main entrance is the 
Singhdwara (Lion Gate), so named because it’s guarded by two lions. The three 
other entrances are the Hathidwara (Elephant Gate), the Vyaghradwara (Tiger 
Gate) and the Ashwadwara (Horse Gate), named after the sculptures of animals 
guarding them. A flight of stairs (22 steps) lead into the temple complex.  
Kamalika and Anna lead the way. A majestic sixteen-sided monolithic pillar 
stands in front of the main gate – this is the Arun Stambha (pillar). An idol of 
Arun, the charioteer of the God Surya, stands on top of the pillar. The inner 
sanctum is relatively dark. The three idols, the Holy Trinity, are placed on a 
raised platform, the Ratnavedi. The idols have their own distinctive colour. Lord 
Jagannath is black, Balabhadra is white and Subhadra is yellow. Hundreds of 
devotees offer worship to the deities and soon after, they are persuaded to seek 
the exit door. It’s impossible to have a quiet moment with Lord Jagannath. 
Following Kamalika and Anna, they take a walk around the Ratnavedi and come 
out. 
 
The temple’s kitchen is another legendary establishment. It is said to be the 
largest kitchen of India. All food is cooked following the prescribed instructions in 
the Hindu religious texts. The food is first offered to Jagannath and then 
distributed to devotees as Mahaprasad. 
 
  
Puri beach 
 
Baburam had been waiting ready with the car. When everybody came back to 
the car, Baburam drove back to the guest house. All members were exhausted 
by the day’s visit. They retired in the comfort of the guest house and exchanged 
their views and experiences of the day. Kamalika and Anna had a very special 
feeling eloquently revealed by their silent smiles and wide enlivened eyes. 
Coming face to face with the Lord of the Universe was no small thing – the day 
had been spiritually productive for them by all means. For Nabaneeta and Deb, 
it’s just another temple with presumably a bit more popularity and spiritual 
bearing. Godadhar asked for the next day’s program. Anna’s plan was all 
chalked out. The famous Puri beach was the next goal. 
 
The coastline of Orissa is a long stretch of over 482 km offering many good 
beaches. Puri beach is the most popular one for both Indian and foreign visitors. 
For centuries, it is the destination of countless visitors and pilgrims. Its proximity 
to the Jagannath temple is a special attraction for the temple-goers who come to 
the beach for ablution. The spectacular sights of sunrise and sunset also draw 
thousands of visitors from all over the country.  
 
The next day’s program was to visit the beach in the early morning and get a 
glimpse of the legendary sunrise over the sea. Everybody was enthusiastic and 
didn’t mind to get up well before dawn. It’s only about a kilometre from the guest 
house. Unfortunately, after arriving on the beach, it seemed that the mission 



might not be successful. The weather and the pollution jointly deprived the 
enthusiastic visitors of the ecstatic view they expected so much to experience. 
Moreover, the Puri beach appeared to have lost its lustre as lack of cleanliness 
was rampant. Many of the visitors settled for watching the fishermen pulling their 
fishing nets. It was a very patient and slow pulling that took quite a while for the 
long net to be completely on the shore. The curious spectators eagerly bent over 
the huge heap of net to have a revealing look of the early morning catch. The 
revelation may not be as startling as the sunrise could have been, but the silvery 
fluttering mass was lively and glittering enough to bring some joy to the 
onlookers. The morning expedition was not a total failure after all.  
 
Editor's Note: According to Nrisingha Prasad Bhaduri, an authority of classical 
Indian scriptures and epics, poor Shamba was not aware that he was "flirting" 
with his stepmothers, who were obviously impressed with his extraordinary good 
looks.  
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e¡x, Bj¡−cl ¢nö ¢m¢fL¡−L h¡y¢Q−u l¡M−aC q−hz hý L−ø, ®LÓ−n f¡Ju¡ Bj¡−cl dez a¡C ®a¡ 
L¡NS Lmj ¢e−u h−p¢Rz ¢L¿º ¢L ¢m¢M? ®i−hC f¡C e¡z h¡¢sl m¡C−hËl£l H hC, ®p hC JmV¡−a 
f¡mV¡−a Wordsworth Hl Anthology l HLV¡ m¡Ce j−e e¡s¡ ¢cmz ''Emotion 
recollected in tranquility". a¡C ®a¡! ®p¢ce ¢fL¢e−L Bj¡−cl ¢fËu ma¥¢cl i¡C ®k¡N£l p−‰ 
c¡y¢s−u c¡y¢s−u ®R¡V−hm¡L¡l i¡Nmf¤−ll Lb¡ q¢μRmz Øjª¢a j¿Ûe L−lC ¢LR¤ ®mM¡ k¡L e¡ ®Le?  
 
®R−m−cl h¡wm¡ ú¥m Bl ®j−u−cl ®j¡rc¡ ú¥m fË¡u f¡n¡f¡¢nz j¡−T HLV¡ öd¤ f¡y¢Qmz j−e B−R 
plüa£ f§−S¡l pju f¡y¢Qm Vf−L ®R−ml¡ c¤lc¤l L−l Q−m Bpa fËp¡c M¡h¡l S−eÉ Bl H¢c−L 
®qX¢jpÚ−VÌp F¢jÑm¡¢c c¡−l¡u¡e c¡−l¡N£−L ¢e−u R¤V−ae ®R−m…−m¡−L a¡s¡h¡l S−eÉz p¡d¡lZax 
LÓ¡p ®V−el Jfl i¡l fsa plüa£ f§−S¡lz ®kh¡l Bj¡−cl LÓ¡−pl f¡m¡ Hm ®ph¡l A−eL Q¡yc¡ 
E−W¢Rmz Bjl¡ i¡hm¡j e§ae HLV¡ ¢LR¤ Ll¡ k¡L h¡s¢a V¡L¡uz a¡C ®ph¡l j¡CL m¡N¡h¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ 
®q¡mz k¡ qu, AÒfhup£ ®j−u Bjl¡, …l¦Nñ£l LÓ¡¢pLm N¡e h¡Se¡ e¡ ®h−R ®h−R¢R m¡−l m¡è¡ 
®N¡−Rl ¢q¾c£ ¢p−ej¡l N¡ez ®kC e¡ j¡C−L N¡e h¡S−a öl¦ L−l−R Aj¢e HÉ¡¢ppVÉ¡¾V ®qX¢jpÚ−VÌp 
…l¦Nñ£l ¢hcÉ¡¢c H−p q¡¢Slz Bjl¡ F¢jÑm¡¢c−L ka e¡ iu Lla¡j a¡l ®Q−u ®h¢n iu Lla¡j 
¢hcÉ¡¢c−Lz E¢e qp−Vm ®b−L ®h¢s−u f§S¡ jä−f H−pC hm−me, Bl ¢L, Hh¡l j¡−ul f§−S¡ 
N‰¡Sm ¢c−u e¡ L−l ®h¡a−ml jc ¢c−uC Ll¡ ®q¡L! hÉp, p−‰ p−‰ j¡CL g¡CL ph e¡¢j−u ®gm¡ 
®q¡mz  
 
Lb¡u B−R '®Ny−u¡ ®k¡N£ ¢iM f¡u e¡''z ''heg¥m''®L ®R−m−R¡Ll¡l¡ hs HLV¡ j¡ea e¡ ®Le S¡¢e 
e¡z HLh¡l plüa£ f§−S¡l pj−uC Jyl h¡¢sl p¡S¡−e¡ e¡e¡e h¡q¡−ll f¡a¡l Vh, ¢pSe g¥−ml Vh 
ph l¡a¡l¡¢a Ed¡J ®q¡m Bl ®p…−m¡ ®cM¡ ®Nm B−m¡ L−l B−R h¡wm¡ ú¥−ml plüa£ f§−S¡l 
f§S¡jäfz hm¡Ch¡h¤ ®a¡ fÉ¡bm¢SpÚV ¢R−mez fVmh¡h¤ ®l¡−Xl Jfl Jyl X¡š²¡lM¡e¡u h−p b¡L−aez 
fËÉ¡L¢Vp ®Lje ®q¡a S¡¢e e¡, a−h Jyl X¡š²¡lM¡e¡l pj−e ¢c−u ®L¡−e¡ S¡e¡−n¡e¡ ®R−m−cl 
®f−l¡h¡l ®S¡ ¢Rm e¡z E¢e d−l ®V−e hp¡−ae Bl N−è¡ S¤−s ¢c−aez Bj¡l c¡c¡ fË¡uC Jyl Mè−l 
fsaz LaÑ¡ ¢Næ£ c¤S−e fË¡uC ¢fLQ¡l fÉ¡−mp ¢p−ej¡ q−m e¡CV ®n¡−a ¢p−ej¡ ®cM−ae ¢gÌ g¡pÚÑV 
LÓ¡p ¢V−L−Vz c¡c¡ hma I N−Òfl ®M¡l¡L ®S¡N¡s Ll−a k¡ez  
 



Jyl ®Qq¡l¡ ¢Rm ®hn mð¡ QJs¡ Bl E¢e ®M−aJ M¤h i¡mh¡p−aez ¢e−SC a¢lalL¡l£ Bl j¡−Rl 
h¡S¡l Ll−aez Jyl HL¢V ¢h−no ®jR¤e£ ¢Rm, öd¤ a¡l L¡R ®b−LC j¡R ¢Le−ae Bl NÒf Ll−ae, 
k¡l g−m Jyl HL¢V NÒf ®h−l¡m Bl ®p¢V HL¢V ¢hMÉ¡a ¢p−ej¡l l©f ¢em - ''q¡−V h¡S¡−l''z ®hn 
¢LR¤¢ce Jy−L ®cM¡ ®Nm N‰¡l d¡−ll ¢cl¡u OZÚV¡l fl OZÚV¡ h−p B−Re, Hl f−lC ®h−l¡m Jyl 
®mM¡ ''X¡e¡''z  
 
i¡Nmf¤l HLV¡ L¡mÚQ¡l¡m ®p¾V¡l ¢Rmz ph pj−uC ¢LR¤ e¡ ¢LR¤ N¡e-h¡Se¡l Ae¤ù¡e ®m−NC b¡La 
Bl a¡l S−eÉ ¢p.Hj. Hp ú¥−ml ¢hl¡V lO¤e¾ce qmV¡ jS¤a b¡Laz ®hn A−eL¢ce B−NL¡l Lb¡ 
HV¡z c¡c¡l LÓ¡p−gÌä afe ¢peq¡ aMe BC Hp ¢p fs−a fs−a ph fs¡−n¡e¡ ®R−sR¤−s ¢c−u−R 
¢Lwh¡ f¡n L−l H¢cL J¢cL Ll−R, Bj¡l ¢WL Øjl−Z Bp−R e¡z ®ph¡l lO¤e¾ce q−m h¤Üf§¢ZÑj¡u 
g¡wne q−μRz Bj¡l ®h¡e q¡¢p aMe M¤hC ®R¡V, Bl aMe ®b−LC M¤h e¡j L−l−R i¡m N¡u h−mz 
c¡c¡l¡ q−ml h¡C−l Q¡y−cl B−m¡u O¡−pl Jfl h−p B—¡ ¢c−μR Bl j¡C−L ®i−p Bp¡ N¡e öe−a 
öe−a L−j¾V Ll−Rz q¡¢pl iSe ®no q−u k¡h¡l fl kMe Ec¡l ®M¡m¡ Nm¡u ''f“£ h¡Ju¡l¡'' N¡eV¡ 
d−l−R, afe ¢peq¡ ö−eC m¡¢g−u E−W c¡c¡−L hm−R, ''¢L cl¡S Nm¡ ®a¡l IV¥L¥ ®h¡−el, Jl f¡−u 
m¤¢V−u fs−a C−μR Ll−Rz'' Bj¡−cl ®pC i¡Nmf¤−ll afe ¢peq¡ f−l La hs HLSe e¡jLl¡ 
¢X−lƒl q−u¢R−mez  
 
®R¡V−hm¡u ¢cm£f j¤M¡¢SÑl Bj¡−cl h¡¢s−a M¤h Bp¡-k¡Ju¡ ¢Rmz c¡c¡−L M¤h k¤Nmc¡ k¤Nmc¡ Llaz 
®ph¡l ®L¡e HL R¤¢V−a ®L¡mL¡a¡ ®b−L A−eL NZÉj¡eÉ ®m¡L H−p q¡¢Slz a¡l j−dÉ ¢R−me 
¢p−ej¡l ¢X−lƒl j¤M¡¢SÑ (f¤−l¡ e¡jV¡ j−e Bp−R e¡)z p¤al¡w ®h¡T¡ ®Nm ¢LR¤ HLV¡ j’ÙÛ q−a 
Q−m−Rz ''A¢¿¹j nkÉ¡u l¡Z¡ fËa¡f'', a¡−a ¢cm£−fl fËd¡e i¨¢jL¡ Bl B−œu£l i¨¢jL¡u Bj¡l ®h¡e 
q¡¢pz j−e B−R ¢cm£f pÚ−V−S A¢ieu Ll−a Ll−a C−j¡ne¡m q−u '' B−œu£ j¡ Bj¡l, j¡ 
Bj¡l'' h−m q¡¢p−L H−Lh¡−l c¤q¡a ¢c−u a¥−m d−l¢Rm ®kV¡ e¡¢L ¢lq¡pÑ¡−m ®L¡−e¡ ¢ceC L−l¢ez 
Bl ¢L q¡a a¡¢m cnÑL−cl L¡R ®b−Lz  
 
®pC ¢cm£f fs¡−n¡e¡ ®R−s ¢cmz LMeJ ®L¡mL¡a¡u k¡u Bh¡l LMeJ ¢g−l B−p i¡Nmf¤−lz 
c¡c¡l L¡R ®b−LC S¡e−a f¡lm¡j J I ph ¢p−ej¡ B¢VÑpÚV  L¡eeh¡m¡l p¡LÑ−m O¤l−Rz ®p pju 
HLh¡l c¡c¡l p¡−b ®cM¡ Ll−a B−pz c¡c¡ J−L h−m, ''¢L ®l, L¡eeh¡m¡l ®L¡−m M¤h ö¢μRp 
e¡¢L?'' ¢cm£f ®q−p ®g−m h−m, ''®dÉv, k¤Nmc¡ a¥¢j ®k ¢L hm!'' ®pC Bj¡−cl i¡Nmf¤−ll ¢cm£f 
p¢aÉC HL¢ce A¢i−ea¡ ®q¡mz  
 
pÚ−Vn−e ®kje HLV¡ J−u¢Vw l¦j b¡−L ®VÌek¡œ£−cl k¡œ¡fb Acmhcm Ll¡l pju HLV¥ ¢hnË¡j 
®eh¡l, ®j¡rc¡ ú¥mV¡ ¢Wc Bj¡−cl ®pC lLj ¢Rmz ¢hcÉ¡¢c aMe ®qX¢jpÚ−VÌp, Bl Bjl¡ f¤−l¡−e¡ 
R¡œ£l¡ k¡l¡ aMeJ ®L¡eJ ¢e¢cÑø L¡−Sl S¡uN¡u Y¥L−a f¡¢l¢e, H−p S¤Va¡j ú¥−m, Bl p−‰ p−‰ 
L¡SJ S¤−V ®kaz ®pC lLj HL pj−u AÒf¢c−el S−eÉ B¢j ¢Rm¡j ®j¡rc¡uz p¡de¡¢c aMe 
f¡lj¡−e¾V¢m JM¡−eC l−u−Rez HL¢ce E¢e HLV¡ ®R−m−cl ú¥−ml jÉ¡N¡¢Se H−e ¢VQ¡pÑ Ljel¦−j 
H−p hm−me, ''®cMÚÚ ®cMÚÚÚ , IV¥L¥ ®R−m ¢L lLj Ap−iÉl ja ¢m−M−R, HaV¥L¥ m‹¡nlj ®eC!'' h−m 
p¡de¡¢c fs−me ®mM¡V¡z ¢L? e¡ HL¢h¾c¤ O¡j HL¢V ®j−ul Nm¡ ®b−L ®h−u ¢L i¡−h a¡l c¤C Ù¹−el 
j¡TM¡e ¢c−u N¢s−u h−u k¡−μR, a¡lC hZÑe¡z Bj¡l HMe ¢LR¤C j−e ®eC NÒf¢Vl ¢LC h¡ e¡j Bl 
La hsz k¡C ®q¡L ®pC i¡Nmf¤−ll ¢c−hÉ¾c¤ f¡¢ma HMe HLSe üe¡jdeÉ p¡¢q¢aÉLz ®p¢ce p¤e£m 



N−‰¡f¡dÉ¡−ul Ù»£ ü¡a£l L¡R ®b−L S¡em¡j ¢c−hÉ¾c¤ Bp¤ÙÛ z ö−e jeV¡ M¤hC M¡l¡f q−u ®Nmz 
iNh¡−el L¡−R fË¡bÑe¡ L¢l Jyl p¤ÙÛ, phm, c£OÑ¡u¤l SeÉz  
 
i¡Nmf¤−ll I¢a−qÉl A¿¹ ®eCz Bj¡l j−el ®L¡−Z ®k ph R¢h Y¡L¡ l−u−R p…−m¡ h¡C−l ¢e−u 
Bp¡l ®Qø¡ Llhz 



িবেয়র আসেরর গান 
arন শংকর রায় 

 
 

 
 

 
িশেবর পূজা কের সখী ফলটা ভাল েপিল ভাi, 

eমন খাসা বর েপিল যার e িজলােত জুিড় নাi। 
বরটা বেট eকটু কােলা, 

যখন মুেখ পেড় িবজলী আেলা, 
dেচােখ ভাi ধাঁধা ঁলােগ চলেত েগেল আছাড় খাi। 
িশেবর পূজা কের সখী ফলটা ভাল েপিল ভাi। 

 
বরটা বেট eকটু বুেড়া 
বয়েস েতার বােপর খুেড়া 

হাতিট ধের বলেব eবার “চেলা বৃnাবেন যাi”, 
িশেবর পূজা কের সখী ফলটা ভাল েপিল ভাi। 

 
বরটা বেট eকটু কানা, 
হােত িদলাম কচুিরপানা, 

েদেখ বেল eমন েগালাপ জীবেন আর েদিখ নাi। 
িশেবর পূজা কের সখী ফলটা ভাল েপিল ভাi। 

 
বরটা বেট eকটু কালা, 

েখেত ডাকেল িবরাট jালা, 
আgন েভেব েচঁিচেয় বেল, “চেলা সবাi পািলেয় যাi”। 
বলনা সখী িনেজর জেন  eমন বর আর েকাথায় পাi। 

িশেবর পূজা কের সখী ফলটা ভাল েপিল ভাi। 
              
 
 
 



 
 

LÉ¡−mä¡l 
TZÑ¡ QÉ¡V¡SÑ£ 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
¢c−el ®h¡T¡ ®L-C h¡ ®h¡−T, ph¡C pqS ¢q−ph ®M¡y−S, 

®L i¡−h q¡u, HC ®h¡T¡−l V¡e−a q−h a¡C V¡e¡z 
j¤−Ml j¤−M¡p ®L-C h¡ ®c−M, q¡¢pl fË−mf k−aÁ ®j−M, 
AeÉ ®m¡−Ll p¡j−e q¡¢Sl, ¢ial l©f ®a¡ ®eC S¡e¡z 

LÉ¡−mä¡−l B−R ®mM¡ - L¡l p¡−b ®k q−h ®cM¡, 
L−h ®L¡b¡u ®k−aC q−h a¡l ¢g¢l¢Ù¹-¢WL¡e¡z 

®eC−L¡ ®mM¡ ®Q¡−Ml S−m, ®Lje L−l q¡¢pl R−m 
Q¥¢f Q¥¢f L¡æ¡ ®Y−L ¢el¡n Bn¡u L¡m ®N¡e¡z 

p¡qp£ Bl nš² qJu¡l, ¢e−Sl S£he ¢e−S hJu¡l 
j¡öm i¡l£ - Ef¡u ®k ®eC, ®LC-h¡ L−l LÒfe¡? 
c¤xM-p¤−Ml A−eL Lb¡ L¢We ®i¡m¡ - ®hy−d hÉb¡, 

®Lje L−l hCh a¡−cl jl¢R ®i−h i¡he¡z 
p¤−Ml ¢c−e h¢m¢e ®a¡ - ®fm¡j ®Le Ha Ha, 
BS ¢L L−l h¢m a−h c¤xM-¢ho¡c Q¡Ch e¡? 

il¡ ¢Rm h−mC M¡¢m, ¢eim fËc£f a¡C ®a¡ L¡¢m, 
B−m¡l a−l ah¤J ¢j−R q©cu S¤−s L¡je¡z 

S¡¢e ah¤ ¢Rm Bj¡l lP£e S£he i¡mh¡p¡l - 
®f−u¢R ®k ®pC Øjª¢a−a ®f−aC q−h p¡eÄ¹e¡z 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

¢cmÚ ®j−l 
nË£ °nmS¡ fc Qœ²haÑ£  (®L¡mL¡a¡) 

 
 

 
 

 
(°nmÚ Qa¥−hÑc£l ¢q¾c£ L¢ha¡ Ahmð−e) 

 
Bp−m B¢j HLSe ¢ea¡¿¹C i¡m j¡e¤o 

¢L¿º Bj¡l h¡y ®Q¡−Ml SeÉ 
i£oZ ¢hï¡−V f¢s 

¢e−S ¢e−SC ®j−l h−p 
®m¡−L i¡−h ®S−eö−e A−eÉl p¡−b ®Q¡M ¢j¢m−u 

B¢j j¡¢lz 
®R¡V−hm¡ HLh¡l 

LÓ¡−p 
h−p¢Rm HL¢V ®j−u f¡−n 

e¡j p¤−lM¡ 
Bj¡l ¢c−L ¢g−l HLh¡l ®cM¡ 

h¡y ®Q¡M ¢cm ®j−l 
q¡u q¡u EW−m¡ ®Qy¢Q−u 
LÓ¡p ®R−s ®Nm ®h¢l−u 

Bj¡l B−R j−e 
¢LR¤rZ f−l 
X¡L fs−m¡ 

¢fË¢¾pf−ml O−l 
mð¡ QJs¡ ®mLQ¡l öem¡j 

Bj¡l i¥m q−u ®N−R hmm¡j 
®l−N hm−me HjeJ ¢L qu i¥−m 

m‹¡ L−l e¡ 
a¥¢j ®Q¡M j¡−l¡ Cú¥−m? 

Bpm hÉ¡f¡lV¡ ¢L hm−a k¡h 
¢L¿º a¡l B−NC 



Bh¡l ¢cm ®j−l 
¢fË¢¾pfm ®N−me i£oZ ®l−N 

f¢lZ¡−j k¡ c¡ys¡−m¡ 
Cú¥m ®b−L e¡j L¡V¡ ®Nmz 

h¤Tm¡j 
ph TLj¡¢l ®b−L f¡C ®lq¡C 

k¢c HLV¡ Q¡Ll£ f¡C 
clM¡Ù¹ Llm¡j 

C¾V¡l¢iE−ul S−eÉ m¡C−e c¡ys¡m¡j 
HL¢V ®j−u 

c¡y¢s−u¢Rm p¡j−e 
HLh¡l ®kC O¤l−m¡ 

Bj¡l ®Q¡M 
®j−l ¢cm 

®j−uV¡ ®r−f m¡m 
A−eÉl¡ h−m ¢R ¢R H¢L q¡m 

a¡lfl ¢L hmh Bl 
®M−a m¡Nm¡j S¤a¡ Qè−ml j¡l 
j¡l ®M−a ®M−a q¡u ®l Lf¡m 

R¡¢s−u ¢cm ¢f−Wl R¡m 
fË¡Z h¡yQ¡−a ®c±s j¡¢s 

f¢s ¢L j¢l 
®c¢M a¡l¡ Bp−R q¡−l ®l ®l 
¢el¦f¡u, f¢s Y¥−L HL¢V O−l 

®hce¡ il¡ p¡l¡ nl£l 
cj g¡−V 

q¡y−fl ®Q¡−V 
h¡¢s−l ¢Næ£ H−p p¡j−e c¡ys¡e 

®L ®l ®L ®l h−m ®QyQ¡e 
Q¥f L−lC B¢j b¡¢L 

hm−h a¥¢j, e¡¢L ®m¡LSe X¡¢L 
¢L¿º H¢L ®q¡m 

¢LR¤ hm¡l B−NC 
®j−l ¢cm 

®p i£oZ ®l−N EWm SÄ−m 
¢WL ®ke lZQ™£ üuw 

N−SÑ EW−m¡ ®ke c¡j¡j¡ h¡S−m¡ 
¢e−j−oC ph H−p S¤V−m¡ 

f¡s¡ f−s¡n£ 
j¡p£ ¢f¢p 



i¡C−f¡ j¡j¡ 
¢L c¡l¦Z q¡‰¡j¡ 

Q¡¢— ®q¡m Bj¡l f¡S¡j¡ 
h¢eu¡e ®q¡m L¥aÑ¡ 

j¡−ll ®Q¡−V B¢j aMe 
®ke ®h…e iaÑ¡ 

®N¡P¡−a b¡¢L k¡ae¡u 
j¡l¢Rm k¡l¡ 
®j−lC Qmm 

iN¡ - H¢L Ll−m q¡u q¡u 
DnÄlC S¡−ee 

Lar−Z a¡−cl ®l¡M Lj−m¡ 
kar−Z ‘¡e ¢gl−m¡ 
®cMm¡j ®Q¡M M¤−m 

X¡š²¡l J e¡pÑ B−R ¢O−l 
f−s B¢R q¡pf¡a¡−m 

¢S−‘p Ll−m e¡pÑ hÉb¡ ®L¡b¡u? 
¢Q¿¹¡ Ll−a b¡¢L ®L¡b¡u ®L¡b¡u 

¢WL kMe hm−a k¡h 
¢L Lh 

a¡l B−NC 
®j−l ¢cm 

e¡−pÑl j¤−M Lb¡ e¡C 
X¡š²¡l ®a¡ ®l−N L¡yC 

HC ¢p¢lu¡p AhÙÛ¡ k¡q¡l 
HC pju H ¢L hÉ¢iQ¡l 

a¥¢j ¢L ¢emÑ‹ ®R−m 
®fËj Ll−a k¡J q¡pf¡a¡−m? 

X¡š²¡l e¡pÑ Q−m ®N−m 
Ju¡XÑ hu Bj¡u hm−m 

m¤¢L−u a¥¢j HMeC f¡m¡J 
fË¡Z k¢c h¡yQ¡−a Q¡J 

S¡e e¡ a¥¢j 
Lb¡V A−eL c§l Ns¡−m¡ S¡¢e 

X¡š²¡l ®N−R ®hS¡u ®l−N 
®Lp S¢Vm L−l ®c−h 
Abh¡ jªa pe¡š² L−l 

SÉ¡¿¹ j¡¢V−a f¤y−a ®c−h 
a¡l Lb¡ öem¡j 
®Q¡M L¡e h¤Sm¡j 



Q¡Q¡ Bfe fË¡Z h¡yQ¡ h−m 
S¡em¡ Vf−L f¡m¡m¡j z 

HL¢ce pL¡−m 
h¡h¡ h−m Bj¡−l 

¢L h¢m hm−a¡ ®a¡−l 
¢LR¤C ®a¡ Ll−a e¡¢lp J−l 

L−l ®e a¥C ¢h−u Hh¡l 
jJL¡ f¡¢h öd−l k¡h¡l 
¢WL L−l¢R HL¢V ®j−u 

ü¡ØÛÉha£ eua ®p 
mð¡ ®a¡ euC,  ®hn ®hy−V 
¢L¿º HLV¡ ®j−u ®a¡ h−V 

hs O−llC ®pC ®j−u 
a¡l¡ ®hn M¡C−u f¢l−u 

S£heV¡ ®a¡l ¢h−u Ll−m 
j−e qu k¡−h p¡j−mz 
AQm fup¡ k¢cJ a¥C 
¢L¿º h¡S¡−l k¡¢h Q−m 

W¡L¥l ®cha¡ ØjlZ L−l 
c¤l¦c¤l¦ hr ¢e−u 

®f±y−R ®Nm¡j l¦sL£ 
®cM−a ®pC ®msL£ 

Bj¡l f¡−nC h−p¢Rm ®k 
i¡h£ nÄ¡ös£C q−h ®p 

l¡Ù¹¡u ®L¡−e¡ Lø qu¢e ®a¡?  ®kC ¢S−‘p Ll−m 
Bj¡l ®Q¡M ®j−l ¢c−m 

i¡h−m J−L Bj¡l j−e d−l−R 
hm−m, ''B¢j ®j−ul j¡'' ¢L S¡¢e ¢L h¤−T−R 

®j−u B−R ®ial O−l 
Bp−a hmh ¢L ®qb¡u a¡−l? 
¢LR¤ hm¡l S−eÉ j¤M M¤¢m M¤¢m 

a¡l B−NC 
Bh¡l ¢cm ®j−l 

®p L¡l¦l e¡j d−l ®QyQ¡−m¡ 
Bl HL TVL¡u EW c¡ys¡−m¡ 

Bj¡l h¡−fl pjÙ¹ fÔÉ¡e ®i−Ù¹ ®Nm 
®kje ®Nm¡j ®ajeC ¢glm¡j O−l 

c¡ys¡m¡j j¤M L¡yQ¥j¡Q¥ L−l 
h¡h¡ hm−m 

HMe Bl ¢L m¡i j¡b¡ ®qyV L−l 



B…e m¡…L ®a¡l HC ®k±h−e−l 
X¥−h jl X¥−h jl L¥mL¥−Q¡l S−m 

e¡ f¡¢lp ®a¡ ¢e−SC ®Q¡M ®c ®N−m 
Bl k¢c a¡J e¡ f¡¢lp 

Q¡C e¡, Bj¡l p−‰ ®L¡−e¡ pÇfLÑ l¡¢Mp, 
®kM¡−eC k¡pÚ 

j¡l ®M−uC H−p c¡ys¡p, 
iN¡C S¡−ee 

¢L i¡−h ®Q¡M Q¡m¡pz 
HMe hm¤e Bfe¡l¡C 
¢L L¢l ®L¡b¡u k¡C 

Bj¡l h¡y ®Q¡−Ml ¢hhlZ 
¢L L−l h−m ®hs¡h 
HC qaμR¡s¡l S−eÉ 

m¡M c¤m¡M S¤−a¡ ®M−u¢R …−e …−e 
HMe Bfe¡l¡C ¢ce p¡j¡m 

B-B-B-Bj¡l hm¡l E−ŸnÉ ®L¡−e¡ l¡Ù¹¡ ®cM¡e 
hªÜ¡ Abh¡ k¤ha£ 
®kje ®q¡L j§la£ 

Q¡C ®Lhm HL e¡l£ 
k¡l HL−Q¡M L−l j¡l¡j¡¢l 

Mhl ¢ee, Mhl ®f−m cu¡ L−l 
Bj¡u S¡e¡e ¢eÕQu L−lz 

 
 
 
 



যুেগর হাoয়া 
(গান) 

 
জয়নী রায় 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

কিলকােল পুrেষরা হo সাবধান! 
েশেখা বাছা পতীের কিরেত সmান। 

বাছা কিরেত সmান। (2) 
aনুমিত িবনা তার িকছু না কিরেব, 
iহার aন থায় তুিম সবর্s হারাiেব। 
পিরেশেষ মােস মােস alimony িদেব। 

 
সখা েহ …….., 

েকাথা েগল েসi যুগ 
dঃেখ ভােঙ েমার বুক 

েযিদন aবলা িছল জগেতর নারী, 
hদয় িবদের েমার েসiিদন sির। 

 
oের বলের পুrষ বল, 

েকান সাধনায় েপিলের তুi 
েবৗেয়র চরণতল। 

 
ীমতী জয়নী রায় aেটায়া, কানাডার ব সংসা েদশানরী আেয়ািজত 

dগর্াপূজা uপলেk  ীমতী নবনীতা েদবেসন িলিখত aিভjান d নম 
নাটকিট পিরচালনা কেরন o uপেরাক স ীতিট ei নাটেকর জন  রচনা 
কেরন। সুর সংেযাজনা কেরন িদলীবাসী গায়ক ী িkতীশ িব াস। 

  
 



   
 

¢m¢fL¡l SeÉ 
p¤fZÑ¡ jS¤jc¡l 

 

 
 

®a¡j¡−cl O−l O−l 
Computer b−l b−l 

h¡a¢QaJ e-mail –HC quz 
HLb¡¢V ®hn Øfø, 
pL−mC pc¡ hÉÙ¹; 

hC f¢sh¡l pju ®L¡b¡uz 
 

L¡N−Sl hÉhq¡l 
¢Rm ®ke L−hL¡l 

BSL¡m ph paperless – 
a¡C HC e-f¢œL¡ 
e¡j a¡l ¢m¢fL¡ 

h¡P¡m£l L¢h je, H−a B−R a¡lC ®lnz 
 

Paperless Sj¡e¡−a 
La ¢m¢f h¡Pm¡−a, 

L'Se¡−a ®mM¡ ¢cC e-f¢œL¡−a, 
®a¡j¡−cl ¢ch¡l¡¢a, 

(k¢c) computer -  C qu p¡b£, 
j¡−T j¡−T click ®L¡l HC ¢m¢fL¡−az 
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Compiled Fun and Jokes 

Once upon a time, a guy asked a girl 'Will you marry me?' The girl said, 'NO!' And the guy lived 
happily ever after and rode motorcycles and went fishing and hunting and played golf a lot and 
drank beer and scotch and had money in the bank and left the toilet seat up and slept whenever 
he wanted. 

The End 
 
**************************************************************************** 

A Newfoundland farmer named Angus had a car accident and was in Court to sue the owners of 
the Truck that had hit him. 
 
The Eversweet Company's hot-shot solicitor was questioning Angus. 
 
 'Didn't you say to the RCMP at the scene of the accident, 'I'm fine?' he asked Angus. 
 
 Angus responded: 'Well, I'll tell you what happened. I had just loaded my favourite cow, Bessie, 
into the... ' 
 
 'I didn't ask for any details', the solicitor interrupted. 'Just answer the question. Did you not say, 
at the scene of the accident, 'I'm fine!'?' 
 
 Angus said, 'Well, I had just got Bessie into the trailer and I was driving down the road.... ' 
 
 The solicitor interrupted again and said, 'Your Honour, I am trying to establish the fact that, at 
the scene of the accident, this man told the 
 police on the scene that he was fine. Now several weeks after the accident, he is trying to sue my 
client. I believe he is a fraud. Please tell him  
to simply answer the question. ' 
 
By this time, the Judge was fairly interested in Angus' answer and said to the solicitor: 'I'd like to 
hear what he has to say about his favourite cow, Bessie'. 
 
Angus thanked the Judge and proceeded. 'Well as I was saying, I had just loaded Bessie, my 
favourite cow, into the trailer and was driving her 
down the road when this huge Eversweet truck and trailer came through a stop sign and hit my 
trailer right in the side. I was thrown into one ditch and  Bessie was thrown into the other. I was 
hurt, very bad like, and didn't want to move. 
 
However, I could hear old Bessie moaning and groaning. I knew she was in terrible pain just by 
her groans. Shortly after the accident, a policeman 
on a motorbike turned up. He could hear Bessie moaning and groaning so he went over to her. 
After he looked at her, and saw her condition, he took out his gun and shot her between the eyes. 
 
Then the policeman came across the road, gun still in hand, looked at me, and said, 'How are you 



feeling?' 
 
'Now your Honour, What the @#$* would you have said?' 

****************************************************************************** 

A mathematician, an accountant and an economist apply for the same job.  

The interviewer calls in the mathematician and asks “”What do two plus two equal?” The 
mathematician replies “Four.” The interviewer asks “Four, exactly?” The mathematician looks at 
the interviewer incredulously and says “Yes, four, exactly.”  

The interviewer calls in the accountant and asks the same question. “What do two plus two 
equal?” The accountant pauses for a moment to ponder the question and responds “On average, 
four—give or take ten percent, but on average, four!”  

The interviewer finally calls in the economist and poses again, the same question. “What do two 
plus two equal?” The economist looks around the room, gets up, locks the door, closes the shade, 
sits down next to the interviewer and says “What do you want it to equal?” 

 
 
WHAT  PETS WRITE IN THEIR DIARIES 
Excerpts from a Dog's Diary...... 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8:00 am - Dog food! My favorite thing! 
9:30 am - A car ride! My favorite thing! 
9:40 am - A walk in the park! My favorite thing! 
  
10:30 am - Got rubbed and petted! My favorite thing! 
12:00 pm - Lunch! My favorite thing! 
 
  
1:00 pm - Played in the yard! My favorite thing! 



3:00 pm - Wagged my tail! My favorite thing! 
5:00 pm - Milk Bones! My favorite thing! 
7:00 pm - Got to play ball! My favorite thing! 
8:00 pm - Wow! Watched TV with the people! My favorite thing! 
11:00 pm - Sleeping on the bed! My favorite thing! 
  
Excerpts from a Cat's Daily Diary... 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Day 983 of my captivity... 
  
My captors continue to taunt me with bizarre little dangling objects. They dine lavishly on 
fresh meat, while the other inmates and I are fed hash or some sort of dry nuggets. 
  
Although I make my contempt for the rations perfectly clear, I nevertheless must eat 
something in order to keep up my strength. 
  
The only thing that keeps me going is my dream of escape. In an attempt to disgust them, I 
once again vomit on the carpet. 
  
Today I decapitated a mouse and dropped its headless body at their feet. I had hoped this 
would strike fear into their hearts, since it clearly demonstrates what I am capable of. 
However, they merely made condescending comments about what a 'good little hunter' I am. 
Bastards. 
  
There was some sort of assembly of their accomplices tonight. I was placed in solitary 
confinement for the duration of the event. However, I could hear the noises and smell the 
food. I overheard that my confinement was due to the power of 'allergies.' I must learn what 
this means and how to use it to my advantage. 
  
Today I was almost successful in an attempt to assassinate one of my tormentors by weaving 
around his feet as he was walking. I must try this again tomorrow -- but at the top of the 
stairs. 
  
I am convinced that the other prisoners here are flunkies and snitches. The dog receives 
special privileges. He is regularly released - and seems to be more than willing to return. He 
is obviously retarded. 



  
The bird has got to be an informant. I observe him communicating with the guards regularly. 
I am certain that he reports my every move. My captors have arranged protective custody for 
him in an elevated cell, so he is safe. For now .... 
   

****************************************************************************** 

A priest was being honoured at his retirement dinner after 25 years in the parish. A leading local 
politician and member of the congregation was chosen to make the presentation and to give a 

little speech at the dinner. 
 

However, he was delayed, so the priest decided to say his own few words while they waited: 
'I got my first impression of the parish from the first confession I heard here. I thought I had been 

assigned to a terrible place. The very first person who entered my confessional told me he had 
stolen a television set and, when questioned by the police, was able to lie his way out of it. He 
had stolen money from his parents, embezzled from his employer, had an affair with his boss's 
wife, taken illegal drugs, and gave a sexually transmitted disease to his wife . I was appalled. 

 
But as the days went on I learned that my people were not all like that and I had, indeed, come to 

a fine parish full of good and loving people...' 
 

Just as the priest finished his talk, the politician arrived full of apologies at being late. He 
immediately began to make the presentation and gave his talk: 

 
'I'll never forget the first day our parish priest arrived,' said the politician. 'In fact, I had the 

honour of being the first person to go to him for confession.' 
 

Moral: Never, Never, Never Be Late... 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
FOUNTAIN OF LIFE 

 
Arun Shanker Roy 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acrylic on Canvas, 22”X22” 
The fountainhead of life in the universe is represented by a male-head and a female-head, a 
fusion of two cosmic forces. In the Indian mythology, this fusion  
of two cosmic forces is described as Ardha-Narishwar- male and female  being the two forces of 
creation. The male-head is aspected by the sun and female-head by the moon. The sun 
symbolically represents cosmic power and the moon cosmic harmony and balance. At the bottom 
of the painting, roots of the banyan tree (known for its proverbial longevity) symbolize the 
primordial nature of creation. 



 
MOTHER AND CHILD 

 
Arun Shanker Roy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACRYLIC ON CANVAS, 30”X22” 



Fire Truck 

Reeto Ghosh (4 years) 



Flower Vase 
 

Oishee Ghosh (8 yrs. Grade: ¾ EFI) 
 



MA DURGA 

Oishee Ghosh (8 yrs. Grade: ¾ EFI) 

 

 

 

 



Nature's Justice 

Sumitra Sen 

 
He ran, faster and faster, his chest heaving, his heart pounding, and yet he knew he 
could not stop. Glancing over his left shoulder, he saw the dim shadow of the man 
pursuing him, right on his tail. He looked ahead again, squinting through the darkness of 
the forest, trying to avoid the lethal-looking branches that extended their gnarled hands. 
He jumped over leafy ferns, his feet breaking twigs, causing the sounds to be amplified 
tenfold, echoing across the forest. He could hear his pummelling footsteps and his 
ragged breath, and the faint sound of his pursuer behind him. 

He knew he had done wrong. He knew the pursuer was the one seeking justice and 
revenge. He tried pushing away the guilty thoughts of his crime to the back of his mind 
and tried focusing on the trees blocking his view, and yet he felt dirty and tainted. 
Shame surged through him as he thought of the act he had committed not two hours 
ago. 

He saw a clearing up ahead; the trees were thinning. The air whipped by him, deafening 
his ears, and he could feel his hair trailing in wisps behind his head as he ran. Narrowly 
avoiding a protruding branch, he saw something bright glinting up ahead. When he saw 
that it was water, relief surged through him.  

He raced towards the bank of the river, thanking the gods as he rushed over the grassy 
incline. He could hear his pursuer behind him, but he had confidence now. He would 
swim into the lake and let the strong current carry him away from the man following him. 
He was a few feet away from the cool, crystalline water when suddenly he stopped 
dead. 

A lion, large and majestic, stood on the bank of the river. Its fur was the colour of hay, 
lightening considerably on the stomach. An immense mane cascaded down its back, 
indicating to the man standing frozen a short distance away that it was not a lioness. 
The lion yawned, and to the man’s horror, he saw its two long canines, sharp and 
dangerous.  

The man started sweating in fear, wiping his forehead feverishly as the sun beat down 
on him and his heart pounded. It felt like it was going to give up on him as he stared 
back at the lion. Looking around, he noticed a healthy-looking tree a short distance 
away, and inched towards it, trying not to make too many jerky movements. Grabbing a 



branch, he pulled himself up slowly, and continued climbing in this way until he was 
safely hidden from view. 

He wondered faintly where his pursuer had gone, but assumed that he had probably 
seen the lion as well, and had ran away. The man was completely inside the tree now, 
and he felt safe that the lion could no longer see him. Though he was uncomfortable, at 
least he knew he would not die as a lion’s meal. 

He placed his hand on a branch, and felt uneasy when the branch moved. Looking 
down slowly, he saw to his horror that his hand was lying on a large, black snake. Its 
smooth skin glistened like a black olive under his touch, and he followed the curve of its 
body upwards, wondering where its head was. Looking around, he saw that it was 
staring at him from the branch above.  

He started sweating profusely again. Fear pounded through him as he saw the snake 
rear its head and hiss, widening its mouth and showing him its sharp fangs and double-
ended tongue. How wonderful, he thought, to die from snake venom. He could already 
feel its poison spreading through his veins...or was it fear? He couldn’t tell the difference 
anymore. All he knew was that he had to get away from this tree. 

Looking down, he saw that the river was right below him. All he had to do was jump, 
and he would be safely in the current. The snake had started curling down the branches 
to get closer to him, and its body was slowly starting to tighten around him. The man 
jumped into the river just as the snake snapped at his face. 

But alas! The man did not see that in the river, there had been a crocodile, waiting with 
its mouth open to swallow the man whole. To his terror, he felt the sharp teeth clamp 
down on his legs and arms as the crocodile slowly devoured him. The river was soon 
stained with red. 

 The earth introduced the man to danger by procuring a lion. 

 The air denied him protection by materializing a snake. 

The water slaughtered him by means of a crocodile. 

And so, nature refused shelter to a sinner. 

  



 
My Summer Adventures in Engineering and Science Camp 

 
Oishee Ghosh (8 yrs. Grade: ¾ EFI) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
This year I took part in the Science and Engineering Summer camp at the University of 
Ottawa for a week. My camp instructor’s name was Adel and the name we selected for 
our team was “Autobots”. There were eight kids in our group. There I found two friends- 
Sophie and Ada. On the first day we went in the auditorium and watched a funny video 
of all the camp instructors. After that we did our first project in the camp. We made a 
parachute out of a film canister, a plastic bag, some thread and of course tape. The 
best part was when we blasted the parachute by using Alka-Seltzer tablets. Did you 
know that Alka-Seltzer tablets are nothing but the TUMS medicine? The secret to 
blasting it higher is to put less water in the film canister.  
 
Another really fabulous project was making a pictoscope. We used mirrors and 
cardboards for that. We first made a rectangular pipe by using cardboard pieces. Next 
we placed both mirrors at a 90 degree angle to each other. Then we glued the mirrors 
at both ends of the pipe and VOILA! It was fun playing spy games with the other 
campers by using our own pictoscopes.  
 
Now I am going to tell you the most exciting project of “crayfish dissection” that I did at 
the biology lab. When we went inside the lab, first of all, we had to put our glasses, 
gloves and lab coats on. It was cool!! I felt like a grown-up scientist! Then Adel drew a 
picture of the crayfish on the chalk-board and told us about the body-parts we would 
dissect. After that, we got our crayfish. When we dissected the crayfish’s head, we 
found its brain. I liked this project because we got to see the inside parts of the crayfish. 
This project was also my favourite because we got to touch and use the real dissecting 
instruments!!  
 
On Thursday, we went to the mechanical engineering lab and made a treasure box out 
of metal pieces by using all sorts of machines. We used machines to fold, cut, burn 
metal sheets and then to stick the pieces together. The coolest machine we used was 
the one to burn and stick metal sheets together. On the last day, we had a pizza party. 
We threw soaked sponges at each other. We also had water balloon fight. When all the 
games were over, we went to the auditorium to see all the photos of the week. Then we 
got our certificates. After that, we had open-house to showcase our partner project—



“Rhude-Gholdbergs” for our parents. But my parents could not come, they were too 

busy then!   
 
 
These are just a few activities which I mentioned here. We actually did a lot more!! We 
made lava lamps, flubber- a silly putty kind of thing, yo-yo and electrical circuits, played 
board games, soccer, rock-paper, scissors etc. I really had an adventurous week at the 
camp. Next summer, I hope to go back. 

http://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://images.paraorkut.com/img/pics/images/s/sad_face-13556.jpg&imgrefurl=http://graphicshunt.com/search/2/sad.htm&h=460&w=485&sz=25&tbnid=-FQCwJYUrrHDMM:&tbnh=122&tbnw=129&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsad%2Bface&hl=en&usg=___oZMebncg9zdiZtQEZKxnEv_eb4=&ei=_KSSSuWcFJS3lAfyh6CsDA&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=4&ct=image�
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